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SANTA FE, NEW MEXKO. TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1912.
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PREMIER
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Kedlands; Dan Johnston, Colton; II.
H. Stewart, Brawley; Charles Frank-iehAUSTRIA-HUNGAR- Y
Ontario.
Arizona Dell M. Potter, Clifton;
Dr. John H. Whiteside, Kingman; .Tun.
Vernon Clark.
Douglas,
Douglas;
Phoenix; G. P. Bullard, Phoenix.
New Mexico D. K. B. Sellers, Albuquerque; Ramon 1,. Baca, Santa 'Fe;
Harvey AT. Shields, Dawson; W. 11.;
Atkinson, Roswell, and J. A. Mahoney,

TRAGEDY.
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LOS ANGELES IS

,

Mrs. Ella
Crawford, a wealthy widow, murdered
her nine year old daughter, .Eleanors Maj Crawford and then madtwo
unsuccessful attempts to kill herself
at her home here today. - The mother
fin anirl liv Uio.
inc. tn Ivn VA : hwvutln
insane," drowned her daughter, tn:a
bath tub? ' The woman then' attempted to hang herself and failing in this,
Deming.
she struck" herself on the head sevThe selection of T.os Angeles seem-to meet with universal favor. The
eral times with a hatchet. Near the FOR NEXT CONVENTION
ed
OF OCEAN
officers were elected at the meeting
body of the child, the police found
two white silk shrouds, one Intended
held this morning at Assembly hall In
HIGHWAY
ASSOCIATIOTO
OCEAN
LAND OF THE for the child, and the other for the
MAN WHO WAS POWER BEHIND THE THRONE IN ANCIENT
BUI II 15 HIU Bf KLPRtStNTATIVt OF LITTLE
BALKAN
the Old Palace. The president-elec- t
STATE THAT
N--GEO.
W. WILDER OF
mother.
is one or tne owners and editors oi
BUENAS
FROM
ARGENTINE
A
MAN
WHO
KILLED
BY
EFFORTS
ARE
UNDER WAY TO SECURE
CASTIUAN IS
PEACEABLE
ADJUSTMENT
OF
Beside the shrouds lay a note tell- IS THE
PRESI- Everybody's Magazine.
CALIF.,
the
the
DISPUTE-POW- ERS
election,
Following
delegates
be
to
to.
were
use
FIRED THREE SHOTS INTO HIS BODY AND THEN SUICIDED
what
ARE
READY
FOR ANY EMERGENCY HOWEVER
put
ing
they
DENT ELECT.
and officers poBed for a picture taken
The note concluded: "Put the body
A.
B.
Then
by Photographer
Craycraft.
of Eleanora between her papa and 1
they lunched and after lunch the con- - j
She always said she wanted to be
A ni MO 111 1 I CMITD fll fl
ventions passed resolutions and spent,
Put me next to IMPORTANT COMMITTEES
buried beside hiin.
SENOR GARCIA A NOBLE IS
the rest of the aft rnoon listening to DULUAItlMllO
I Lll ULU
If ILL
her."
Dr. Edgar L. ITewett.
a
lecture
by
NAMED
FOR
3
STATES
Mrs. Crawford's husband had been
The convention will adjourn tonight.
PROMPTLY NAMED FOR PLACE dead three years. Another element
CONSTANTINOPLE THEY ASSERT
was added to the tragedy when the
12.
An
Nov.
Washington, I). ('.,
police learned that John Buchanan,
Los Angeles has been selected as invitation to make the opening
72 years old, father of Mrs. Crawford
next place of meeting and these dresB to the National Rivers and HarLondon, Nov. 12. The deadlock in that the whole question of the
Madrid, Nov. 12. The Spanish pre- cabinet headed by Senor Moret y
and with whom she lived, dlsap- - are the officers of the Ocean to Ocean uors
congress in this city, December
international political situation kans can then be settled by European
mier, Jose Canalejas, was shot dead
elected this 4 wa8 accepted today by President
association
Highway
Senor Canalejas, who belonged to peared yesterday.
war conference in which the Balkan
about by the Balkan
today while entering the ministery of
brought
Taft.
morning for the ensuing year:
Austria-Hungarthe interior here to attend a cabinet a wealthy and prominent family, came
Neither
tions will have a voice,
to12.
Ned
Nov.
The
Orleans, La.,
s
tc the front in political life only In
President George "V. Wilder, Red-- '
nor Servia has given way on a sin- meeting. .His assailant, Manuel
when Archduke Francis Ferdinand
'
El
1900, when he took a leading part in
,". land, Calif.
Serrato Martin, ager 28, of
XXXXXXXXXXXXXX
V
gle essential point in regard to the j the helP to the Austrian throne, meets
the ,Yaf0 antd 1 1S8lss
alley
THEM
BET."
Red-"LET
P.
Mont
Chubb,
Grado, province of Huesca, was arrest- the campaign against Clerical. He
Secretary
future of Albania and the proposed the German emperor
La., today Included,
X
shortly, the
had, however, taken great interest in
X
ed and then committed suicide.
,
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 12.
lands, Calif.
by the Servians of a port pans for this conference will be
occupation
- eighteen.
a
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anoolraa
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niihlin
sfnlcnl
X
at
the
fired
shots
four
Tennesse
The assassin
New
Mexico, X The armored cruisers
sea.
on
Adriatic
Russian
The
the
drawn up ir1 outljne. This view
s
At
premier. Two shots struck Canale- - er for many years before that.
Ralph E. Twitchell, Las Vegas; Ari- X and Montana sailed today for X
is daily intensifying the war- - cide8 witn that of Gpeat Britain as
to
o zona, L. L. Henry, Globe; California, X Constantinople
safeguard X like tone of its support of the Ser- jas behind the ear and he- fell dead the age of 25 he became a member of !.. AMrrenrn a irr"rr-r- r
the Spanish parliament, attaching
premier Asquith explained in his
X
X American interests in
J J. J. Jenkins, Los Angeles.
instantly.
MAY
OT BE
vian cause. Some European chancel- - speech on Saturday.
was walking himself to the advanced liberal sec- ?
Premiers Canalejas
X
X
en
V.
B.
Turkey.
Treasurer
Riverside,
12.
Clancy,
Nov.
Los
X
Angeles, Calif.,
view of
lories took a more
fired at him t;
The authorities
at ...
j alone and the assassin
Vienna take
X
Zest to the trip and inspiration X the condition of optimistic
MrsPanfjy Hastings Lesh, the X Calif.
affairs, assuming
He became a member of Premier
to
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who
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conferences
minister1
that
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The premier was first carried to a Sagasta's cabinet in 1902 as
conferences being held at Budapest
of X
crew
the
when
X
learned
S.
Los
T.
California
today,
Mitchell,
X
to
she
had
the police here, saying
Austrian and Servian statesmen are not
of agriculture.
He introduced many
X the
with Austria's
neighboring pharmacy, where he was
geles; W. A. Freemire, Ontario, anil X the Montana bet the bluejackets
in regard to the
at Budapest have tended to relieve the desire for incongruous
working V poisoned two women in Missouri,X
borne back to the ministry of the inthe
that
X
Tennessee
$2000
the
of
peace. They explain that
w.
romona.
tomorXI
X
will
for
start
deMo.,
tiairour,
ana
Sedalia,
cr
a
created
sls'
terior after the doctors had declared classes, of eventually
measures
plans and precautionary
Arizona
T. G. Norris, Freseott; J'.. X Montana would arrive at Gibral- - X
X row, in company with Sheriff M. X,
labor.
partment
The great powers not directly In-- have been considered but say they
X
he was dead.
the
of
ahead
hours
X
twelve
A.
Dr.
Ketch-tar
J.
and
R.
'
X
Plrtle, Douglas,
When he was asked in February, X F, Henderson, of Pettus county.
King Alfonso was immediately sum- 1910, by
When Admiral Austin X terested in the outcome are making wi not be carrjed out unless Ser- X flagship.
the X He stated that although he would Xi erisde, Yuma.
King Alfonso to form
to reconcile the two via should violate Austria's interests.
moned, and standing over the corpse ministry the request caused a
New Mexico P. E. Lester, Mesilla X M. Knight was told of the wager, X strong efforts
great iX take Mrs. Lesh back to Sedalia, X
It is believed
with tears in his eyes, said a short sensation and it was the first time
Washington, D. (, Nov. 12. The
in ;X he was convinced that she could X; I'ark; J. A. French, Santa Fe, and X he said, with a smile: "Let them X antagonists. induced Austria-Hungar- Germany
cruisers Tennessee and
Montana
prayer. Then, after consulting the the history of Spain that an advhnced X not be held, as aside from her X Robert P. Ervien, Santa Fe.
X bet; it's the sniy fun they will X has at least
s
tominister present, his majesty, re- radical had been placed at the head
which sailed from Philadelphia
X have between here and Gibral- - X not to press her objections to
Committee:
own admissions there was abso- - X!
Legislative
IX
aims until the end of the cam- - day, were not bound for Constantinoturned to the palace.
of the ministry. His cabinet has since X
G.
P.
El
California
Cogswell,
X
iai.
her.
lutely no evidence against
out ple as supposed but for Smyrna and
X paiQ".
Germany has pointed
They later assembled and decided undergone many changes, but he has,
Monte, chairman; W. D. Brookings, XXXXXXXXXXXXX
to appoint to the position of premier always retained the leading place. He
were seBeirut, which destinations
Manuel Garcia, at present foreign had much to do with the staging of
lected by the state department only
minister. Bystanders who had wit- the agreement between Spain and
after it had satisfied itself that there
A NEW PROBLEM FOR THE KING OF AMERICA.
nessed the assassination,
was ample foreign naval force near
handed France on the question of the future
over to the police a pocket book con- of Morocco, which was recently satis
Constantinople, and European Tur-- I
taining 2000 pesetas, ($400) and sev- factorily Bettled. The plan introduced
key to safeguard Americans in that
mliiii))))ii))))ii))iili)il)iiljiiife
eral documents which had fallen to by Senor Canalejas for the separation
quarter.
of church and state in Spain caused a
,
the ground.
Budapest, Hungary, Nov. 12. Dr.
The assassination of Premier Cana- rupture of relations between that
Daneff. the president of the Bulgarian
and
the
Vatican.
country
These
have
lejas took place in the Puerta del Sol, since been' resumed and the
chamber of deputies, has taken leave
question;
in front of a book stall at the corner
of Count Von HerchUiold, the
separation is being discussed with
of Carretas street, near the entry to of
with
a view to a friendly settlement. The
foreign minister,
the ministry of the interior.
whom he hud conferred several times
Spanish
insists
government,
however,
Three of the four bullets struck the on the
and travels tonight to Stara Zagora.
supremacy of the civil po- premier, who fell on the sidewalk and wer:
London, Nov. 12. Dr. Daneff, the
"'j
died immediately.
benor Canalejas visited New York
statesman, in an Interview
Bulgarian
897 juBt beforer the outbreak of
oystanaer. seized Martin and hand-i- n
before his departure from Budapest
ed him over to the police. He then the SnnniHh.Ainorir.D
i
for Stara Zagora, said it was the de,0.
turned his revolver on himself and it stated at that time that his mission
mand of Servia for a port on the
is believed he has since died from was to study the sentiment of the
Adriatic sea, which had brought him
wounds.
the
American people and of the adminis
to Budapest.
It was, he said, the
Martin is said to have been closely tration regarding Cuban affairs, but
firm resolve of Bulgaria to get rid
connected with anarchists, but it is it was hinted that he was entrusted
of, in an amicable n anner, of any connot known whether his crime was pre-- 1 with a secret in the mission to offer
Austria-Hungar- y
flicting questions between
concerted or whether it was commit- pecuniary inducements to the Cuban
and Serviu.
He declared.
leaders
to
stop the rebellion in Cuba.
ted on his own initiative.
in conclusion, that the Bulgarian
IT MAY BE POLITICS.
Political ferment always exists in
:army would enter Constantinople.
D.
12.
Nov.
It
but
is
Washington,
C,
Spain,
nothing has been reported
London, Nov. 12. It is said the
within a recent period which could In believed here that the assassination
at the request of Turkey, are
powers
of
the Spanish premier may have
any way be connected with the crime.
about to sound the Balkan allies with
A strict censorship was instituted by been connected with the proposed an-- !
the object of arranging an armisticn.
bill being discussed in the
the authorities on the telegrams and
'
Bulgaria is not likely to accede to
after the Spanish cortes. The assassin, it is
telephones
immediately
an armistice until the conclusion of
have
said,
been
a
may
and
imfanatic
who
it
for
several
was
hours
crime,
the battle along the line of the Tcha-- ;
possible to communicate with the out was opposed to the measure. The
talja, in front of Constantinople,
bill, introduced as a result of the re- side world.
which is now being fought, the prin-- !
cent
railroad
in
strike
Spain,
providThe assassin came to Spain a short
cipai move in which only awaits the
that no strike would be permitted
time ago from Buenos Ayres, Argen- ed
arrival
of more heavy siege artilUry
which
might tend to be revolutionary
tina.! King Alfonso, who hurried out
for the Bulgarian army.
Around
in
character
or
look-which
be
may
j
of the ministry as soon as he heard of
the Bulgarians are going
Adrianople
ed
!
as
upon
to
the nation as
injurious
the assault, was deeply moved by the
through some of the hardest fighting
.
a whole.
tragic death of the prime minister.
of the campaign.
Dispatches froi
The opinion was expressed that the
Immediately after the crime his matheir side toduy stated that the Bulof
death
would
Canalejas
probably
jesty was acclaimed by the people, be a
garian troops suffered heavy losses
hard blow to the liberal party.
who liad quickly gathered at the
in the taking of the two Turkish
He had held the various factions of
scene of the shooting.
forts of Kattaltepe
and Pap'.tepe,
the party together
during nearly
of the fortress of Adrianople.
outside
Jose Canalejas y Mendes, prime three years that he had served as
j Whenever
they wavered their officers
minister of Spain, who was assassinat- premier, but it was doubted whether
and priests exhorted them to fro for-- j
ed today, was selected to form the any other liberal leader could do as
ward at any cost. The fort on Pa-- j
Spanish cabinet in February, 1910. well. Count Ramanones, another
was taken only after heavy
paztepe
He Was leader of the monarchial prominent liberal leader, was men- reserves had been brought
up, so
democratic party which came into po- - tioned as a probable successor to Ca-- 1
was the Turkish resistance.
stubborn
w er on the
of
the liberal nalejas.
resignation
It is explained by military experts
that these two positions do not form
part of the fortifications of the city
!
of Adrianople, but are situated
on
VAGRANT IS A CONVICT.
hills seven miles out of the advanced
ATTORNEY DOES
fort of Karagach.
Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 12. John
NOT LIKE USE
Small, arrested here early today as
This latter fort was reported to
a vagrant, confessed that he was one
AC GIJM MpN
have been taken by the
Bulgarian
...
.
.
.........
UL
lilt, wuiivia " "
Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 12. Schrank
"I did not mean to kill a citizen,
troops some days ago, but since then
a month ago from the Wyoming penithe would be assassin of Theodore Judge," began Schrank.
Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 12. Ortie explosion failed to come off, the bat- the Turks have claimed a repulse of
The trial of the four men charged tentiary at Rawlins.
The two hills to
"I shot Theodore Roosevelt be- Roosevelt, was formally arraigned in
E. McManigal, told at the "dynamite teries being too weak, and 1 re- the Bulgarians.
Small
of
12.
Herman Rosenthal
Minneapolis, Mini., Nov.
court this morning, on a charge of cause he was a menace to the coun " with the murder
and Papaztepe, however,
next
Kartaltepe
the
them
with
trial
how,
placed
day.
conspiracy"
today
Within an hour 'declared, say the police, he found it
... moved swiftly today.,
assault with intent to kill.
.
. a
try. He should not have a Ultra
. , ,
.
1,0 twelve quarts of nitroglycerine he ar'From Kansas City I went to afford good starting points for an adffTlGr xne upenmy ui tuuri niauini go nara uOOging me uihui tico that
line
of
toward
fortifications
vallce
the
Municipal Judge A. C. Backus anblow
in
to
Kansas
rived
I
Mo.,
up Peoria, 111., where
was to do a job.
City,
nounced upon reading a .petition of have a third term. I did uot. want District Attorney Moss had completed was willing to return to Wyoming.
The Eritish foreign office has in
12. btate a bridge across the Missouri river I got in touch with Edward Smythe,
wit-- j
Nov.
to
the
and
Wyo..
address
four
his
jury
Cheyenne.
District Attorney Winifred Zabel him to have one. I shot him as a
there in August, 1910. He testified the ironworkers'
business agent. formed the Lrnited States embassy
that he would name later today a warning that men must not try to
oi Smythe took me tl. rough a cornfield here that very few American citizens
tnMe was Dr OMo Schultze the coro. tlie name of John Small, who is saidn he had gone as a paid accomplice
commission to exr.mine into Sehrank's havo mere than tv.o terms as
Indian-- : and pointed out the plant of the L il remain in the interior of Asia Minor.
J.
at
who
McNamara.
on
his
Held
be
to
in
Minneapolis
wno performed the
Even beiuru Uie rnjUest was rephycj,
t
mental condition.
dent
Dr. Schult
!utonSv.
nroduced th. feseion of having escaped , from the.apol.'s had Instructed him to cause; eus Pridj;e an.l Iron company, sayLies? than J 50 persons listened' to
"I shot Theodore Roosevelt to kill bullets now shapeless bits of lead-- -' Rawline penitentiary during the re-- , three explosions on the bridge bein ing! "That's the job to be blown up." ceived from Washington stept had
been taken by British officials and
the proceedings and watched the mm. i tnink all men trying to keep wnlch he had taken from Rosenthal's c.ent outoreaK mere.
built ' by non union .workmen
McManigal said he caused the PeoThe explosion took place about ria txplosion September 14. it dam- warships to protect American citismall compact form of Schrank as themselves in office should be killed. brain and held them up for the in- zens requiring assistance and those
X 8:30 p. m.
he stepped slowly to the bar anid en They become daft
August 23.
aged several adjacent buildings.
it had been received on
MEN STR,P
tered his plea. Of this number, twen- it because he was a candidate of the fendants could see them.
At Kansas City, McManigal said,
ad- wishing
court
an
hour's
session
After
board British warships. The United
AND SMEAR PAINT ON HER
X
,
ty were detectives and half a I score
successive-his
either
he
left
gentle-- !
on
nitroglycerine
journed until this afternoon
L" vfr "j X '' Norwa.k. OMo, Nov. 12-- Min
XI
States embassy has formally express!. Th fo"r
ofdeputy sheriffs who watched .close- men." he conceded
of the illness of Allen Spauld-ing- ,
lliwvuu.
yw
ed its thanks to the British authoririal
lc
"
"
"1
ly all pei sons in the room not kijown
a
All right." interrunted th court.
...
T
and
at
A
house
hotel.
.
a
Spauld-instated
B.t,av"u.e
I
,,.
,
i
Mr
mm ,u.a.a
juror
flrinninn
juror.
Uties.
to them.
"Whltev1
was suffering from a slight at2 "I had one ten
quart, and one two
taking from the district attorney the acathin
arraionment:
in
Ci.ortv
. .
. u vutiiik! fJmull,
A
from Constantinople, reiv v.
uncuvui
Sehrank's case was the first action plea tcr a sanity commission
uiuia
tack of vertigo in consequence of be- ceiveddispatchthe
quart can, saia MCiuanigai.
for the Lewis" was restless and belligerent; Z
X
On
to
train.
a
take
X
the
foreign officers says
by
court.
depot
of the
defendant. He read hastily while the and apparently took the prosecutor's '
ing kept constantly in court and that the bills of health of all vessels
"
"c "
X her way home, she said, just in
"How do you plead to this charge?" prosecutor explained its purport.
recover
by this afternoon.
words at their full meaning, while SS the center of the village, she was X went t0 a PaintShop and got three four would
leaving the Turkish capital are mark- "The man is insane," said the dis- "Lefty Louie" and "Gyp the Blood"
the prosecutor asked the prisoner.
Juror Spaulding's illness compell-- ed cnoIera prevails in ConBtantino- men. They X lluart varnish cans, distributing the;
X
several
seized
by
"Why, guilty, Mr. Zabel," replied trict attorney. "It would be wrong leaned back in their chairs, looked X hauled her back of a store build- explosive in the new cans. With ed an adjournment until tomorrow. ple
the prisoner, in a confused way, as to sentence jiim for a crime if he around and appeared stolidly indiffer-- X
,arm clock attachments I took the
CARUSO DENIES MURDER.
X
Kik.. Montenegro. Nov. 12 The
ing and, after partly stripping
though not sure he waB following the was mentally unsound, just because ent to what was going on.
X her. stood her on her head and x;Btuff 0,,t a""1 bur,ed n in a swamp,
Mass., Nov. 12. Joseph Ca- bombardment of the Turkish city of
Salem,
he was willing to plead guilty."
proper procedure.
New York, Nov. 12. Assistant Dis-- j X poured
over her. She said x!near tho bridge. While working in ruso, on the stand in his own defense, Tarakosch on Lake Scutari, continued
"You have heard the complaint,"
"I will name a commission today to trict Attorney Frederick Moss made X she ran paint
home when she was re- - X tne swamp I thought I saw seme one in the
trial, throughout Sunday. Toward evening
Interposed Judge Backus in a loud inquire into his sanity," announced his
coming so I hurriedly hid the bombs continued his testimony today.
statement to the jury to-- X leased. The witness said Ernest
the Turkish garrison withdrew to the
opening
I could
voice, "you understand that in ft you the court "Let no one leave the
was
Caruso's testimony
day in the trial of the "gun men" X Welsh was first to grab her and X ln the weeds. On returning
given highest points of the works which are
are charged with having attempted court room until
the defendant accused of the murder of Herman X that Harlow Welsh rubbed the Xifin on,v two of them.
through an Interpreter. He denied he on the side of the mountains. Their
to murder Theodore Roosevelt Do
'
I set the bombs to explode that
X paint on.
X;
ou plead guilty or not guilty?".
(Continued on page four).
X X X X X X X X night and went back to town.
(Continued on page four).
(Continued on page four).
(Continued on page four).
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5AHTA F

The Little Store
WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR

5

Chickens and Other Fowls
Everything

Good to

Eat for Thanksgiving

Dinner.

A

1

WILL WORK AS

TAKE A

CASGARET

n

E

No Headache, Sour Stomach,
Biliousness or Constipation by Morning.

Thanksgiving Turkeys,
1

M

Efi GROCERY GO.

Southern Corner Plara, Santa Ff. Telephone No. 40.
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS

NEW MEXICAN

Turn the rascals out the headache,
the biliousness, the indigestion, the
sick, sour stomach and foul gases
turn them out tonight and keep them
out with Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset
stomach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascaret's cleanse and regulate
your stomach; remove the sour,
and fermenting food and that
misery-makingas; take the excess
bile from your liver and carry out of
'the system all the constipated waste
matter and poison in the intestines and
bowels. Then you will feel great.
will surely
A Cascaret tonight
straighten you out by morning. They
box
work while you sleep. A
from any drug store means a clear
ead, sweet stomach and clean, healthy
liver and bowel action for months.
Children love to take Cascarets be- cause they taste good never gripe or
sicken.

TUESDAY,

BABY

IN

MISERY WITH

A UNIT FOR

I

GREAT
RASH

THE OCEAN

TO OCEAN

ASSOCIATION

HAVE

WORK

TO

GREATEST
LONG,
COUNTRY

AND

ASSOCIATION

HIGHWAY
UNITED

CONSTRUCT
ROAD,

EXTENDING

TO

WORLD'S

5,000

MILES

ACROSS

TO VANCOUVER

UP

undl-geste- d

Monroe, Wis. "When my baby was six
weeks old there came a rash on his face
which finally spread until it got nearly all
over his body. It formed a crust on his
head, hair fell out and the itch was terrible,
When ho would scraich the crust the water
would oor;e out in big drops. On faeo and
body It was In a dry form and would scalo
off. He was i.i great misery and at nights
I would lay awake holding his hands so
that he could not scratch and disfigure himself. I tried simple remedies at first, then
got medicine, but it did no good. Finally
Cuticura Remedies, so
a friend sug.-rjte- d
I sent for a K. nple to see what they would
do, when to ir.y surprise after a few applications I could s; an improvement, and he
would rest bcti.T. I bought a bos of Cuticura Ointment and a cake of Cuticura Soap
and before I had them half used my baby
was cured. Hi:, head is now covered with a
luxuriant growt '.i of hair and his complexion
and has no disis admired by
I hope other mothers will
figurements.
profit by my exiwrienco and not be worn
out with poor babies who aro tortured with
(Signed) Mrs.
skin and scalp affections."
Annie Saundora, Sept. 29, 1911.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment do so much
for poor complexions, red, rough hands, and
dry, thin and falling hair, and cost so little
that it is almost criminal not to use them.
Sold by dealt rs throughout the world. Liberal sample of each mailed free, with 32-- p.
book on the skin and scalp. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
&uTender-face- d
men should use Cuticura
Soap Shavfr.3 Slick, 25c Sample free.

Only Absolutely

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

Spread Until Nearly All
Over Body. Crust on Head. Hair
Fell Out. Itch Terrible. Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured.

On Face,

TNE OLD TRAILS
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"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"
The Original and

HIGHWAY

NOVEMBER

m
j
j
j

A

Money andFuel Saver

for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mjce Vour Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
to you
Demonstrating
the advantagsstobehad
in Purchasing a Coles.
Holds Fire

s4.
"Pit

BUY A COLES HEATER
The most important business transacted yesterday atternoon by the
AND
YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
Ocean to Ocean Highway convention
FOR SOFT COAL
here in session was the amalgamating
Coles original down draft. This is the
Mica doors are extra large fitted In restove for the home, the oftlee ui.rt ull
of the Highway association with the
cessed grooves, perfect St.
public places. It requires little or no
For those who enjoy the Glowing buy
National Old Trails Ocean to Ocean
attention and is known to be the most
the 'Radiant".
service ble and economical of all stoves.
Highway association, to work for a
common object that transcontinental
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
.
highway.
While each association will retain
Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
its membership and otneers the two
associations will work in harmony for
the common good.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
"I regard this uniting of the two
associations as the most fortunate
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
imaginable," said President John S.
IN
FIREMEN
Mitchell, of the Ocean to Ocean HighFe
The only exclusive grain house in Santa
in discussing
the
way association,
NEED OF TRUCK
matter.
FOR HORSES "A strong effort has been made to
make this transcontinental
highway Santa e'. It was our intention that
Phone Black
Another striking lesson of the lack pass from Chicago on to Denver and pictureg of tne convention would
ol proper fire equipment In the capi- out through Salt Lake City, crossing form one of the scenes of our trip
tal city of the new state was given the Rocky and Sierra mountainsbut from ocean to ocean over the official
last night when a fire at the home the two associations must fight such a highway having Los Angeles about
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
of C. J. Neis was extinguished by project with vigor and vim. First of the first of the year to cover all points
neighbors because the fire department all, there are untold delays from Oc- of interest along the highway by movODS, Electricity plays a most impowas unable to reach the place although tober to May by such a route as any ing pictures.
rtant part. The grandfather would
the volunteer firemen turned out in one knows who has heard of the fate (Signed)
"W. E. MACARTON,
answer to the alarm and did the best of the Donner family, frozen io death "President Ocean to Ocean Highway
be amazed at the radiance of the modthey could under the circumstances. near Donner lake west of Truckee,
Picture Company, Inc."
Mr. Neis resides at 602 Galisteo Calif., while trying to cross that route.
home
and why all this light? To
ern
street and his home would have been
"Of course we have no desire to disfor
Pres.
Vice
Joseph McCaffrey,
make the home more homelike to make
destroyed except for prompt work by courage anybody's road, but we want Nebr.
Grceters of American, Omaha,
neighbors who finally put out the fire the great highway to come through states: "I
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
cheerfully recommend Fowithout much damage to the prop- Santa Fe and go on to Los Angeles
a
as
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
for father, mother and children. Good light
erty.
Domestic Lump
and there connect with the California sure
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
cure for coughs and cols. I have
The fire department answered the state
500
miles
up used it myself and have recommended
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
highway, extending
alarm but it took some time for the the coast
to San Francisco. Thence it to others
of
told
me
who have since
desired.
volunteers to assemble and then they to continue with the extension of the
Its great curative power in diseases
were unable to get to the fire with the state
to
the
line
and
Oregon
highway
of the threat and lungs." For sale by
hose cart with
ancient
there connect with the Pacific high- all
Phone One Double O J.
which this city's property alone is
druggists.
way to Portland, Seattle and Vanprotected.
couver.
The fact that the fire department
It will not pay you to waste your
"This proposed route gives us the
never did reach the fire at the Neis
time writing out your legal forms
In
the
best
and,
longest
world,
highway
hand-home has demonstrated that the
j
when you can get them already printseme state building, the ancient adobe a 5000 mile road which would be open ed at the New Mexican
Pr'nting
in
the year. The desert is
Palace of the Governors and the an-- i every day
cient San Miguel church, the Masonic being repadily obliterated for sand is Company.
PHONE 85 MAIN.
Temple, and the big Cathedral and conquered by the system of road build- State of Ohio, City of Toleflo,
the many handsome homes in Santa ing.
Lucas county. ss.
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
"There are fourteen states interestFe are absolutely without protection
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
and prompt action is needed to in- ed and working for this highway and
IENT as to touch the button and
of the firm of F. J.
FACTORY WOOD stall a few paid firemen at fire head- various 'cities are- working hard and is senior &partner
SWASTIKA LUMP
the
in
business
Co.,
doing
Cheney
fire
one
truck spending money to aid in the construcyour stove is ready to cook your
quarters and at least
SAWED WOOD
and state
CERRILLOS LUMP
drawn by horses or automobile.
tion of important links. For exam- City of Toledo, county
iron ready to use, your toasted
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ple, the city of Los Angeles and the the sum of ONE HUNDRED
of
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
backache,
orrheumatism,
to
Ocean
Twinges
Oceon Highway Auxiliary
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
ready
for panti and pvprv r.nne of
show ganization has raised $100,000 to build
stiff
and
all
joints
shooting
pains
um
cleaner
ready for the fray, your washer
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Catarrh that cannot be cured- by the
your kidneys are not working right. a good road to Yuma, Arizona."
;so
CITRR.
nf
ht.t.-fan ready to cool the heatto
cleanse,
patarbh
ready
Urinary irregularities, loss of sleep,
TELEGRAMS RECEIVED.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
rooms.
ed
kidsore
back
and
weak
nervousness,
Electricity will do every thing
Late yesterday evening, several
Sworn to before me and subscribed
neys tell the need of a good reliable telegrams were received by the con 1111
We
furnish it at reasonable rates,
for
you.
1.11 UU
HI, i l 11 , IU1D
kidney medicine. Foley Kidney Pills vention and when they were read, cember, A. D. 1SS8.
STAGE
LINE
WOODY
and
n'ght" Estimates and full inforday
are tonic, strengthening and restor- there was much enthusiasm. One
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
cheeer
mation
fully given.
ative. They build up the kidneys and was from the Daughters of the AmeriFrom
Notary Public.
La Salle Restaurant
their action. They will give can' Revolution. It read:
regulate
interHall's Catarrh Cure is taken
BARRANCA TO TAOS you quick relief and contain no habit
"Kansas City, Mo., Xov. 10, 1912.
nally and acts directly upon the blood
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Both
North South forming drugs. Safe and always sure. "The Daughters of the American and mucous surfaces ' of the system.
Meets
Try them. For sale by all druggists. Revolution appeal to the patriotism Send for testimonials, free.
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
of the Ocean to Ocean Highway conof
on
arrival
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Toledo, Ohio
Leaves
the
Barranca
Andrews
Star.
two Doorg Below F.
vention and urge adoption of the hisSold by all Druggists, 75c.
the north bound train and arrives at
HOTEL
ARRIUALS.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
toric and scenic old trail's road which
Take Hall's Family Pills for
i
m.
7
at
Taos
p.
60c
25c
and
Rooms for Kent
shall stand forever as a memorial to
Ten miles shorter than any other
Short Orders at All Honrs.
PALACE.
the pioneer patriots who carried civilway. Good covered; hacks and good
G. M. Pilchard, City.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ization across the country.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Francis E. Lester, Mesilla Park.
"ELIZABETH GENTRY,
mruumnruin uumn rinruxuuurLrvp
(Signed)
franca Noodle Order tOc, a dlsn,
furnished commercial men to take In
Oscar C. Snow, Mesilla Park.
"Chairman Old Trails Road National
5
yiw Trk Chop Suey 60c. the surrounding towns. Wire Knbud
C. E. Van Vlack, Denver.
Society."
Station.
J. A. Kletcherside, Yuma, Ariz.
FROM THE "MOVIES."
J. A. Mahoney, Deming.
Rooms With Bath, . . . . $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
And there was,a message.-frothei
F. E. Elliott, Yuma.
of
those
marvelous
pic--j
manipulators
Thomas Hughes, Jr., and family, tures called "movies." Here it is:
FOR YOUR
Baltimore.
"Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 10, 1912.
J. L. Perea, Albuquerque.
"Gentlemen: We sincerely regret
Joseph W. Norwell, El Paso.
that a previous contract prevents us
Newcomb Cleveland, Chicago.
from taking motion pictures of the
J. S. Goldsmith, Denver.
convention you are now holding in
Bisbee
El
To
and
Paso'
Douglass
PP
PDHM OA!
QAMTA
J. P, Hardin, Kansas City.
all points in New Mexico, AriG. T. Xerlow, St. Louis.
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
MOTHER, WATCH THE
John E. Hartings, City.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via. NEW MEXICO
CHILDREN'S BOWELS.
$3.00 per
$2.50
rooms
E. C. Johnston, Wichita.
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
T. J. Martin, Oklahoma.
If Cross, Sick, Feverish, Bilious
or
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
V. R. Jones, Oklahoma.
Coated. G;ve
Delicious
Tongue
D
and you will be pleased. New Fire
"Syrup of Figs."
MONTEZUMA.
No matter what ails your child, a
bath,.
Proof Annex, every room
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
gentle, thorough laxative
physic
T. F. Nitc'ay, Milwaukee.
should always be the first treatment
J. B. Newell, Albuquerque.
given.
If your child isn't feeling well; restD. R. Lane, Albuquerque.
D. K. B. Sellers, Albuquerque.
ing nicely; eating regularly and actE. L. Grose, Albuquerque.
ing naturally it is a sure sign that its
little stomach, liver and 30 feet of
Let Us Cater to Your Wants
John Becker, Jr., Belen.
bowels are filled wjh foul, constipated
C. W. Wilson, El Paso.
ivubic uiauer aiiu neeu u geuue, uiwi
D. Baldwin, Raton.
ough cleansing at once.
N. Holman, Guthrie, Okla.
When cross, irritable feverish, stomJ. Frank Curns, Wagon Mound.
Edison's Dream Comes True 5. G. BUFF ORPINGTOUS
ach sour, breath bad or your little one
M. E. Gildersloom, Denver.
For Rates and Full Information" Address
stomach-ache- ,
has
sore
diarrhoea,
Perry A. Bean, Las Vegas.
Everywhere In every town more
A Number of
J.I t
Q
..f uimu,
,!.......
imuai, iuu ui
luiiguc uuaicu,
T. O. Williams. Las Vegas.
O. F. & P. AGENT,
lower cost indoors, outdoors, in
light
a
of
Cockerels
of
give
Figs
Syrup
teaspoonful
Thoroughbred
on
D.
R. Tolman, Las Vegas.
streets,
EL PASO, TEXAS.
homes, office and factories,
and in a few hours all the clogged
For sale at
F. J. Flexer, Las Vegas.
autos and boats. Every one
trolleys,
sour
food
and
waste,
up
undigested
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR
electric light Thus
the
David Meeker, La Junta, Colo.
have
now
can
$1.50 to $3.00
bile will gently move on and out ofl
of Edison's dream is
H. P. Daniel, Boston.
fulfillment
the
ONE YEAR OLD
ROOSTERS
its little bowels without nausea, gripand
T. A. Baxter, Gallup.
Pure Vermont made possible by theof economy
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
or weakness, and you will surely
ing
the Edison
A. J. Stranger, El Paso.
lasting endurance
$3.00 to $5.00 .
have a well, happy and smiling child
MAPLE SYRUP
Mazda Lamp. This lamp is made by
E. M. Traylor, Mullinsville.
Step Ladders,
again shortly.
A. Wheelon
G. H. Seeley, Chicago.
the General Electric company, - the
With Syrup of Figs you are not
2C4 J
In the
manufacturers
PHONE
electric
Re-Uniolargest
n,
A FRESH SHIPMENT OF
Ironing Tables,
drugging your children, being comin
Is
sold
this
CORONADO.
and
by
city
world,
posed entirely of lucious figs, senna
Kitchen Cabinets,
Charles Wilson, Espanola.
DEDICATION OF
and aromatics it cannot be harmful
Geo. Vandiver, Ties Piedras.
Secbesides they dearly love its delicious
A. B. fiNAGEY & CO., try No.
tor SW
Counters, Shelving Santiago Martinez, Truchas.
Scottish Rite Cathedral,
fig taste.
9 E..
13
N.,
Range
tion
14.
Township
Vicente Archuleta, Truchas.
ELECTRIC CONTRACTORS
.
Mothers should always keep Syrup
If not, see me, and see how little
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
D. Hill, Stanley.
SANTA FE, N. M.
If
stomof
It
is
the
you are now using electricity call of intention to make final five year
only
Figs
handy.
to
have things right. Jose Aribas, Stanly.
it will cost
November 17th to 21st, 1912.
ach, liver and bowel cleanser and reup 137 W. and have this company put proof, to establish claim to the land
EUROPEAN.
Repairing of all kinds neatly and
a little given today
needed
Edison Mazdas In the same sockets above described, before H. C. Kinsell,
gulator
Alfred Miramon, Taos.
will save a sick child tomorrow.
One and One-Fift- h
and
Fare From promptly attended to.
compare results.
at Stanley, N. M.t on the 22d day ot
I. H. Seeley, City.
Full directions for children of all
Filing of Saws Our Specialty.
All Points In New Mexico.
19i2.
November,
William R. Morley, Patil.
ages and for grown-up- s
plainly
GRQCERYGO.
MODERN
print
as witnesses:
THE
names
Claimant
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
16
Nov.
Dates of Sale,
to 20,1912.
E. T. Bidwell, Kansas.
jed on the package.
U .8. Estevan Enclnas, of Galisteo, N. M.;
tne
of
Interior,
A. L. Bennett. Kansas
Department
Dr.
full
Ask
name,
your druggist for the
Return Limit, Nov. 24th.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct Julio Montoya, of Galisteo, N. M.; AnSANTA FE, N. M
Mrs. G. B. Scrambling, Cleveland; "Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna",
Telephone 157 W.
tonio Vulanneva, Galisteo. N. M.; Jose
10,1912.
,
Ohio.
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
prepared by the California Fig Syrup
of Galisteo, N. M.
Pino
Vlllanueva.
that
is
Nbtlce
hereby given
W. R. Smythe. City.
Co. This is the delicious tasting, genwant AO. in the New Mexican
.
MANTJEli R. OTERO, '
Villlnueva, ot Galisteo, N. M., who on
H. S. LUTZ. Agent,
SANTA FE.N.M.
sees more people In one day than you
'
E. M. Taylor, Mullinsville, Kan.
uine old reliable. Refuse anything else
BnRegister.
made Homestead
.
ofLered.
can see in a month. Try one.
J. B. Caserane, City.
miunnnnnnnnnnnnruwinnnnruxm Sepf 21st, 1907,
g
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East
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NOVEMBER

Can stick a lot of money
into a suit. You can get
the very best of material. You can
get the latest style garment,

YOU

BUT

has been made in a crowded sweat shop.
has been made with a thousand others.
it has not been made to fit you.

If it

TOMORROW

-

'

-

SOUNDS NOTE

j

OF ALARM

EVENING SLIPPERS

!t$i

fill

1

How Can You Expect It To Have

We're

interest
man

the

very

that

great

"

that "

I

'

the lines worked into it to fit you when the very laws of
nature say that 'there are no two persons exactly alike?
you cannot get anything to fit
fix
you up. .We have spent our whole life
you as we will
and are learning every day. How are the sweat shop
workers? Do they have any Interest in you? No, if you
want individuality, then come to where you can see with
your eyes how the work is done, by whom it is done, and
when you place the garment on your back, you know what
you have.
It stands to reason

lavement and distaste of tin; village
people. The gossip starts wlim Polly
is taken to the Rev. Douslilus.s' home
Buffering from an injury received clur'
ing a performance of the circus. D;icon Strong, a !'"ar of the church, is
A conflict of emotions, wherein all
aml doos aI1 lle c;ln '"
that is hateful is arrayed against nil ,,H' vil,iln'
PoI1-U1
p('8 of HuhlasK.
that is good, is the them,, of ihe
lliihtfnl comedv dram:! "Pnllv of All thnt is done in opposition, makes
Frederick Thompson's Doughlass all the more determined to
the Circus,"
The
massive production with pretty Miss marry the little circus rider.
Elsie St. Leon in the title part, which last scene shows the circus winding
comes to the Elks theater on Wednes-duv- . itft way over the hill in the distance,
while Polly and the minister are left
'III
Xovember 12.
THAT
DECLARES
HEALTHY
new DRESS
PUBLIC;
to give up
showing some
Circus life is depicted, three scenes alone together, she content
life
for
for
circus
her
love
the
her
with a
will be of
pe
SENTIMENT MUST BE AROUSED B,iwi? a rin
FOOTWEAR
V
preacher.
regulation size nus. in oiusiue oi
to
Mr. Thompson lias given this proTO
FALSEHOODS: the tent, known as the "pud" room,
COUNTERACT
Society People. Every
actors limber up, and the duction a scenic equipment that has
the
where
goes
and every woman
j
TOLD ABOUT NEW MEXICO
rear of the tent, showing the circus surpassed anything lie has ever at!
Shoes
T will enjoy seeing our Dress
going away at night after the perform- tempted, and it is as truly portrayed
on
be
use
for
as
can
the
stage.
The night session of the convention ance, while the other scenes are laid
This is the same play that was seen
was one of keen interest, bringing up in the parsonage of the Rev. .lohn
as it did the slanders that have been Doughlass, the village parson, who- at the Liberty Theater, Xew York
falls in love with Polly to the am- City, for one solid year.
passed on the Raton Pass. Several
Mr. Lawrence,
speakers, including
stated that the impression has been
circulated abroad, especially in the
east, that the Raton Pass is impass-- !
Dress Shoes in Dull or Bright Kid, Cloth or Kid Tops, and
able. That it is not a pass in name
Mr.
Lawrence
may
only
explained,
ing:
beautifully made. Dress Pnmps with large, flat bows,
"Since January 1 1 have traveled
the finest we've ever seen.
miles by auto, covering the
10,1)00
mountain grades of many states. Ari-- !
zona as well as eastern drives, lama-teurhowever,) told me of the trouble crossing the Raton Pass. When
arrived at Las Vegas I was afraid to
say anything about it to any one.
Kept quiet tearing to discourage our
party. I gave myself two days to get
over that pass. What a surprise and
I wish to as-- j
delight when I saw it
sure everyone here that It is a beau- tiful grade and a wonderful road, i
believe any of you can make it in a
Ford or Fiat." (Laughter.)
Dress Ties, Pumps and Sllppsrs in almost endless variety.
Several speakers, including the sec-- j
L2ath2rs of Bright or Dull Kid, Velvet and Satins in all
retary of the chamber of commerce of
j Trinidad,
Colorado, arose and excolors, Cubian or French Heels. A regular beauty
pressed wonder that such nonsense
show of handsome footwear
about the Raton Pass should get 1
abroad. "There is not a time of the
M
year when you can't get over it. These
rpnnrfs aro nviHonllv i,riil.iQ.l l,i iha
east to divert automobile traffic to the
WA Y
south," said the Trinidad delegate.
1
The Colonel Ralph Twitchell, law-and
from
Las
yer
historian, delegate
Vegas, "broke loose." He said: "We
know why these reports are circulat(By Xau O'Xoil.)
scenes, and baggage label. The servThe Season's New and Cored. I do not wish to charge any comtrain will begin
Many of the older residents of San- ice for the
rect Models in Full Dress
pany or committee with sending out ta he can still remember the time December 10th.
Footwear.
such reports, but I want every one of when a trip to the east, or west was
It is the finest train ever put on
you to read the article in yesterday's planned and dreaded and talked of for rails a veritable
It
on
wheels.
palace
Denver Xews telling about our efforts years ahead of the
important journey. is the most effective result of the
to get that, transcontinental highway One
Santa Fe woman in particular, twentieth century love of luxury and
down through this country. I want tells of
going to school in Washing- power of invention which has put
to
remember that the people of ton when it was a twenty days stage forth
you
its best energies in adding to
Shoes
Denver have money, enough to shoot coach
Classy
to reach the boarding ewry day eomfortf.
OF
out of a gun; and some of them are school. journey
Imagine watching the wheat fields
not spending it on good roads, but for
i
Now the trip from ocean to ocep-Quality
of Kansas roll by while the special
their interests. Some of the other big
Different
cities are spending money, too, and! may be made in less than five days. news reporter hands you the latest
It requires just two and a half days market reports and
all looking out for their interests.
"These are conditions we have to to go from Chicago to Los Angeles telegraph news of the world.
InThe latest fiction, magazines and
meet and there is one way to meet it on the special Santa Fe
of
the
stead
and
privations
hardships
newspapers fill the shelves in the liand that is by a healthy public sentiment which must be established. Such that had to be endured in the stage brary car. A ladies maid is always
manicuring, hair- a sentiment would counteract their coach days, one steps into the Santa in attendance;
in Chicago and enjoys dressing, pressing and cleaning add
dollars. (Applause.) As president ot Fe
the New Mexico Good' Roads associa- - more comforts than are generally to the numerous conveniences on this
luxurious train. .Even dainty boution I propose to do my part and I in- - necessary n the modern Home,
the quets of flowers are given each guest
The special features which
tend to get 10,000 members enlisted in
OF THE NEW
our association. (Cheers.) I think Santa Fe system has planned for the as they enter California.
this winter are, a stenogra-iwe ought to go to the press for help
Literature, telling of the beauties
of Santa Fe, is to be made a special
getting the truth before the people. pher, ladies maid, barber,
e
train this
I am in favor of publishing the pro er, vacuum cleaner for the cars, mar- feature , on the
AND
ceedings of this convention and circu ket reports and a synopsis of the days year. Pictures, postcards and illusli1
articles
Fe
Santa
trated
news
clothes
You
as
well
know
as
advertising
wire,
by
pressing,
lating copies.
do what helps Trinidad helps Raton; brary of latest fiction, magazines and will be distributed to all passengers
Views of reminding them that Santa Fe is one
what helps Raton aids our city of Las newspapers, stereoscopic
Vegas; what benefits Las Vegas helps southwestern scenes, mail box, com- of the quaintest and most attractive
Santa Fe, November 17th to 20th, 1912.
Santa I'e and what improves Santa partments and drawing rooms en cities on the entire line, and that the
Fe is a benefit to Albuquerque, and suite, flowers distributed at San Bur- great Santa Fe system was, after all,
so on down the line.
nardino, electric light for the rear of named for the old town that has al- For the Above Occasion the Denver & Rio Grande
1
"We are told we are dreamers, but the train, special stationery, stamped ways been the center of the history
will Protect Rate of One Fare for the Round rip
train of the southwest.
1 want to
say (here Mr. Twitchell be- post cards of the
N.
Silverton,
M,
Stations
Espanola,
from
gan to shout) that it was a dreamer ot
Colo., Alamosa, Colo., and all other
dreams, the enthuisast, the sentiment-Intermediate Stations.
From 34 to 52 was the range in temalist who has ever accomplished great
the
and
average
perature
yesterday
on
the pages of histhings described
want ads. always
Xew Mexican
was 47 per cent. The
tory
today." (Prolonged ap .daude, relative humidity
SELLING DATES :
showed 0.01 of an inch of bring returns.
precipitation
cheers.)
President Mitchell then appointed
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THEN A DUTCH LUNCH.
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FOR MEN

$4.50, $5.00, $6.00, $6.50

1

1

All of this you get and you need not pay one cent more
than what you are asked to pay for the ready mades.

Judge for yourself which you want.

FOR WOMEN

!

The Capital Tailor
to first
East Side of Plaza, -

1

-

Nat. Bank

Next

'

-

-

BY TRAIL AND RAIL

'

COME AND SEE

e

how much time is lost through needless
hand adjustments on the ordinary machines?

Do you realize, for example, how much time is lost in
ordinary letter writing by the hand adjustments of the carriage necessary to write the date, the address, indent the
paragraphs, write "yours truly" and address the envelopes?

$3.00, $3.50;? $4.00

ll

THE SANTA FE

DO TYPEWRITER USERS REALIZE

f

I
I

DC

rn

S

b

e

DEDICATION

MASONIC TEMPLE

n

e

'

Scottish Rite Reunion

V
REMINGTON eliminates these hand adjustments
absolutely. A single touch on one of the SELECTOR
KEYS brings1 the carriage instantly to the exact point
on every line where the writing is to be done.

And this

e

the many
features of the

is only one of

labor saving

REMINGTON
Typewriter

j

Visible Models 10 and 11
Illustrated booklet sent on request
Remington Typewriter Company
(Incnrooratcd'
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Oct.
29, 1912.

Notice is hereby given that Geor;
Tweedy, of Santa Fe, X. M., who,
on February 19, 1908, made Homestead Entry No.
for NE
SK
XE
SE
Lots 2 and 4,
Section 3, Township 1C X., Range
E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make three-yea- r
Final
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver, V. S. Land Office, at Sant
Fe, X. M., on the 11 Ui day of December, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Chas. A. Siringo,
Samuel Fallo:,
Wm. Thomas, Benito Romero, all o!
Santa Fe, X. M.
S.

13254-0372-

4

4

Fitting Your Needs.
Of course, any really modern adding machine ought
to have different sizes of
We have carcarriages.
riages that will take 20"
12"
sheets,
sheets, IS"
"
3
10"
sheets,
sheets,
1 6"
roll paper
and 2
that is just the width of the
Of
course,
only.
paper
use
can
any length ot
you
paper that you desire.
In addition to this we hn.ve
over twenty different kinds
of carriages to handle special figure work.
No other adding machine
company in the world makes
so many different Kinds of
carriages to specifically meet
the requirements of the case.
You pay only for what you
get, and you get the best
that you pay for.
5--

Burroughs

MANUEL R. OTERO.

Register.
NOTICE

Department of the Interior. IT. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew Mex-

ico, Oct. 15, 1912.

06557-1434-

W. H. LONG, Sales Mgr.,
Box 702,

El

Paso, Texas

MANUEL
I

R. OTERO,

Rfglster.

4

5278-01597-

.

2

Canned Fruits

Taste Good

03113-1230-

Are Good

u...

J,;

i

st

011S9-1030:::.- ,;

2

O.Cartwfight

Bro., Santa Fe,N.M

2

;

JJ

4

2

4

j

five-yea-

2

4

-

I

Notice is hereby given that Frulosc
Gallegos, of Cerrillos, New Mexico,
who, on May 20, 1908, made Homestead Entry X0.
for NE,
Section 22, Township 14 North,
Range 8 East, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed liotice if intention
to make
final .Df, to establish claim to
the land abov described, 'oefora Register or Receive- -, U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, Na
Mexico, on tho 5tli
day of December, 1912.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Juan Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres,
Julian Garcia, Pablo Sanchez, all of
Kennedy New Mexico.

Machine Co.,

Adding

FOR PUBLICATION.

o
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BASEBALL'S MOST IMPORTANT ORGANIZATION (S AT
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MINOR LEAGUES.
BAT-IMPOR- TANT

I

Milwaukee is the home of the

baHe--

The National Association of Minor
League clubs has mobilized in annual
session in the Cream City and 250 club
owners, managers, league officers,
and a horde
scouts, players,
of newspaper men are here.
'
The National association Is the
most powerful influence in the na
tional sport. It is the hydraulic jack
that has lifted the minor leagues high
enough for the majors to see them
without the aid of a telescope.
The 'indisputable argument that
two plus two is four, was the way John
H. Farrell, of Auburn, N. Y., now secretary of the association, argued with
the various minor leagues when he
was organizing the National association. He convinced the inagnates that
all the little fellows, banded, would
be too powerful for the big fellows to
x
trifle with.
And they are.
John H. Farrell is the busiest man
in basball. He is the
gun
whose markmanship has torn down
many a time worn baseball tradition
and crumbled the bulwarks of the arrogant big leaguers.
Every minor league contract Is submitted to Farrell. Every dispute between minor and major leagues and
between minor league and players
h

1

c
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SHOT

CLUB
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The speed that breaks your targets ne'aVer the '
Steel Lined
trap. That 8 why Remington-UMShells have won 13 out of the 15 Handicaps held in
:
the
three years.
The speed that gets that
"duck" with a shorter
lead that's why it takes over 50,000 dealers to handle the demand
for r.emington- - UMC Steel Lined Shells.
The Shooting fraternity are speed wise. They know loose
smr'.cless powder won't drive shot. They know that the drive
depends on the compression.
The powder charge in Remington-UMshells is gripped in
This lining is designed to give the exact compression
stec!.
It insures
nect?sary to send the load to the mark quickest.
cpecd the same speed in every shell.
The steel lining is moisture proof no dampness can get through.
Jar foot no powder can get out. Waste proof no energy is tost.
Arrow and Nitro Club Steel Lined Eastern
f!"nt Remington-UML'.:cry loaded shclli (or Speed plua Pattern ia any make of shotgun

Iff

i

r-"-

C

The present meeting is the most
important ever held in connection
with baseball. The chief business Is
the fixing of a salary limit for the various classes.
It Is probable the association will
appoint traveling auditors to examine
the books of the various clubs, if the
salary limit is adopted, and arrange a
schedule of line for owners who violate the salary agreement.
Men are at this meeting from every
corner of the country and a roll call
brings to memory the deeds of men
whose deeds upon the diamond in
years gone by brought the crowd to
their feet in spontaneous enthusiasm,
that
Some of the greatest, players
ever lived are here as club owners,
managers and scouts.

-

JOHN' H. FARRELL,

secretary of the National Association of Minor Leagues.

;.,;

-

Remington

Metallic Cartridge Co.

Arms-Unio- n

299 Broadway

,

i

,

New York City

e

and
SCHLITZ

BEER

"-.--

Each and Every One a Speed Shell

st

1

LEMPS

Thtf Remington Cubs
'

C

goes to him. He has more trouble to
quell than The Hague conference. His
office on a clam day is a runway for
niPBseneer bovs and special delivery
carriers and John H. at work is a hu-man dynamo with the speed regulator
cut out.
An idea of the importance of the
National association can be gathered!
from these bald facts:
It controls G500 minor league players.
Salaries totaled this year $'.1,000,000.
Traveling expenses $1, 000,000
Rent or interest tied up in grounds,

Capital Bar
,

yjPGS

;(

-

QUESTION BEFORE

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

Steel Lined
NIT m&mTA-mi:- .

12, 1S12.

California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey
Phone Orders Attended
55

San Francisco St.

To

Promptly

Phone 239 W

of provisions that they attempted )
later to abandon all positions and to
escape into the city of Scutari. They :
were, however, driven back into Tara- - (
'
ko&ch by the Montenegrin troops.
'
Aldershot, England, Nov. 12 A
practical mobilization of the "whole of j

the troops stationed at the military
camp here has been ordered by the l
war office. The troops compose an '
entire army corps with infantry, j
cavalry artillery and the auxiliary
services complete.
London, Nov. 12. Rumors are cur- - j
rent today in Sofia that the Bulgarian j
army has captured the line of forts at
Tchatalja in frontf of Constantinople, '; ,
according to a news agency dispatch.
A Bulgarian column is said to have
reached Biyuk Chekmedye on. the Sea.vvf
of Marjubra to the south ofcTchfctalja.;1

hands of fcur men, and saw three of prosecutor at his elbow and spoke
them fire.
slowly and in a low tone, as though
Equipment, including balls, $100,000.
Krause left the stand walked over ivfng the district att
advance
in
Most
individual
baseball,
to the gunmen and picked out ..all
powerful
$2,1100,000.
-men! information of his plea. AMiile the
n
in towns
nam
means
Which
the
three
hut
thp
$200,000.
were
public
paid
Umpires
outside the big league circuits gave
he saw Arc. He said he 'would not Btate'6repes.entative was asking, the,'s
Managers were paid $:!50,000.
to
In
1912
see
the
at
least
jor. sany .comm.swon to identify tha fourth man, because the
Training trips for clubs in bigger Up $15,000,000
him. "mine the defendant s mental confrom
turned
face
had
been
cost
game.
$150,000.
leagues
'dition, the" former president's assail-- ant shook his head slowly and looked
TO AILING WOMEN
i.
U interested ana snouia Know .
curiously at the judge, but gave no
RES0LT
THE
OFFICIAL AMERICAN LEAGUE
:
about the wsndferfu)
f
ill' i.i)liilt1nil Af liAnr" li n -- n-- nnil ftj A A
A
r .. ..J
Will
MARVEL Whirling Spray- Uln tbe; Idea.
He
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not
to
be
allowed
new
Tbe
vaginal syringe.
BATTING AVERAGES FOR 1912
THE VOTE IN NEW MEXICO.
very big majority for any one candt
Many a Sufferer in Santa Fe.
Best most convenient.
t
seated and until he left the court room
No woman should consider herself his air was not
et instantly.
Practically complete returns from date.
from
that
changed
two
are
carried
The Roosevelt electors
vemr drueeistfor i
the entire state with the exception of
healthy and well if the kidneys
of a disinterested business man. When Ask
If he cannot sudbI?
hitter of McKinley county and a few scattered counties, Bernalillo and Sandoval, and weak. Po sons that pass off in the he stood up to
Chicago, Nov. 12. Datting honors was the premier home-ruMARVEL, accent no other?
he
plead
only
displayed
kit nd stamD for illustrated
precincts in various counties show Marcos C. de Baca carried his own secretions when the kidneys are well, thejeoncern that any man; might: wbgni booV
of the American league again go to the year, having ten to his credit.
sealed. It cives full particu
amendment county by 566 over Jaffa and by 460 are retair.?d! in the body when the
individual percentages are as that
constitutional
the
Other
lars
and directions
valuable to ladies.
court
for
the
time
in'
first
club
for
Tyrus Cobb of the Detroit
MIMVEL CO.. 44tSt
carried by 10,000; that the bond issuo over both other candidates.
follows:
disordered. If the k'dneys appearing
lil.litW 1
aro
kidneys
an
for
offense.
fled
His
an
color
for
tie sixth successive year.
CleveThe figures given below account and bladder become inflamed
and
by over 6000; Fergusson was
Borton, Chicago, .371 ; Lajoie,
parried
but as he started to talk, his
Official averages for the 1912 season land, .368; Lelivelt, New York, .362; elected congressman by approximatefor 43,600 votes, McKinley county and swollen worse troubles may quickly instant,
returned. Back at his
show Cobb as leader with .410. Joe Collins, Philadelphia,
.348; Baker, ly 4100 plurality over Jaffa, and the the unheard from precincts will ac-- follow.
This is often the cause of cell, he thanked the under sheriff for
toJackson was Cobb's closest rival. The Philadelphia,
3000
more
count
won
for
out
about
electors
Wilson
and
Marshall
Veach,.. Detroit,
which,
347;
bearing-dow.
-pains, lameness, back taking his overcoat and for handing
4 Horse Power
Cleveland outfielder finished with an .342; Cree, New York, .442; Mclnnes, by between 3300 and 3500 plurality gether with a socialist vote of a little
ache, etc. Uric poisoning is also fre- him a magazine. During his absence
of
while
Tris
.395,
PRICE, $165.00
Speaker Philadelphia, .327; Crawford, Detroit, over the Taft electors.
average
over 1000, will run the vote of the quent cause of. headaches, dizzy Schrank's ceil had been examined
t
of Boston is third with .3S3.
.325; D. Murphy, Philadelphia, .323.
Very meager returns are available slate to around 48,000.
nervousness and rhei closely and a table fork which had ' With Imported Magneto.
spells,
languor,
without a doubt with trouble
The tabulated vote is given by Karl imatic pain.
In 140 games Cobb pounded 227 hits
The official report of the American from McKinley county but every rebeen overlooked in removing the re- - Motorcycleleft at the factory.
for a total of 324 bases. He made 32 league, with the club and individual port indicates that it did not give a Green as follows: i
When Buffering so, try Doan's KU mains of a former meal, was taken
base hits, 23 triples and seven home batting averages of the .300 sluggers
ney Pills, a remedy that" has proveklout.
runs. Frank Baker of Philadelphia, of the teams, follows:
a13
effective la thousands of such cases,
a
O
Let a Santa Fe woman tell of her ex- AUSTRIA-HUNGAR&
ffl
AND
'i
13
BATTING.
co
perience.
. CLUB
SERVIA STILL WRANGLE.
O
102
Mrs.
D.
de
Gonzales,
Asripina
o
Games AB
It H 2B SB HR SH ISB Pet.
3
Ml
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., says:. "In
03
o
153 5111 779 1442 203 108 22 201 259 .282
13
Philadelphia
(Continued from page one).'
o
a
ok
o
September 1906, I used Doan's Kidney
m
fBoston
H
n,..154 5069 794 " 1403 268 85 28 190 1S6 .277
a
for
been
Pills
backache
had
that
208
195
.273
75 10
155 5148 676 1404 220
937
Cleveland
Bernalillo . . 19 22j 1550 767) 1989 757 1637jl068 879 12271418
LIGHT SILENT AND BELIAELK.
position was rendered so desperate
S7 18 151 275 .267
154 5146 720 1374 192
466 source of much annoyance..' In jiie by exposure to the snow and by lack
67S 1338 394
Detroit
16 171 43 1620 1534
Chaves
744) (1447 127
PASH
BROS., 4gts., Santa Fe
78 18 152 245 .260
153 5089 630 1321 170
8811
937 morning when I arose, my back was
423 11061 419 1058 1103 519
New York
362! 1261
27 30
Colfax
so
I
hardlame
and
could
262
144
that
.256
18
86'
197
698
154
1299
painful
5070
155
242
SI
482
6 11
108
Washington
447)
,90 439)
253) 252
Curry
79 17 211 212 .254
158 5183 638 1319 176
5S 1004) 129
902 ly stoop. I knew that my trouble was
191 191
886
Dona Ana.
927) 894 241
Chicago
679) 276
due to disordered kidneys and I was
553 1262 165
70 19 139 176 .248
137 50S2
9831 144 ,.28-5121
327
764
,147
St. Louis
2701
688
16
16
902
.
..
Eddy
Pnally led to try Doan's Kidney Pilla
436
261
4651
.261
1352
425
344
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443
,11361
1032
1250)
Grant.. .,
INDIVIDUAL BATTING. ',
642 by the good reports 1 heard! about
855 116
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60fi
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759 154
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27 1143
27)
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"Games' AB R H I2B 3B'HR TB SH SB" Pet Lincoln. . .
The contents of one box of
3.98 them.
194 109
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516 350) 524! 50, .49.3
379 3 78
8
61 .410
7 324
140 553 119 227 30 23
81 this remedy drove away all my pains
81
81
5831
180
'506 13'1
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109
461! 193
Cobb, Detroit
Luna. . . .
3 331 15 35 .395
and I am happy to state that my cure
226 44 26
152 572 121
No returns
Jackson, Cleveland
McKinley
7
52 .383
32S
9
13
136
53
222
580
..
Boston..
862
937 has been permanent."
99
974
963 ,241
321
22 24 1268
....-14Mora
Speaker,
850) 1045
1 .371
5
1
3
44
13
31 105
39
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
20'5
200
;i9i 196
Borton, Chicago
Ill 15 190 311 3S7I 1761 478) 10
Otero
Foster-Milbur- n
0 207 17 18 .368
66 165 34
4
117 448
353 cents,
234
Co.,
5351
46
779 1(H5 122
21 21
. .
Buffalo,
Lajoie, Cleveland
513) 8719) 357
Quay
7 .362
80
2
12
0
6 ;7
36 149
54
631 1454 New York, sole agents for the United
955
146 1080 1164
32 34 2220
Lelivelt, New York
Rio Arriba
964) 1131 1438
0 236 29 63 .348 Roosevelt. .
98 States.
881
1791
981
1861
27! 281
65S 184
573
695
Collins, Philadelphia... ..153 543 137 189 25 11
STY
149 577 116 200 40 21 10 312 11 40 .347
Remember the name Doan's and
1S4
663
36
110
106 676
125 587
699
16 16
Baker, Philadelphia
Sandoval. .
82)
'
V
2
.342
34
1
5
8
0
79
23
27
.
no
..
take
204
other.
11 11
584
496 230
734
356
274
514 146 267
Veach, Detroit..
San Juan. .
1
12 .332
86
6
0
25
63 11
50 190
74 1141
17 241 1816
Cree, New York
Santa Fe .
903) 905 194 1187) 902 191 1190
27
29
.327
3 246
501 1205 2649 1784) 147 2304 1769 197) 2414 SCHRANK PLEADS
53 53) 32S0
Mclnnes, Philadelphia . . .153 C68 S3 186 25 13
San Miguel
4 273 19 41 .325
81 189 30 21
149 581
141 161
771
299
149
317
1921
232
152
GUILTY IN COURT.
Ciawford, Detroit
Sierra
170) 370! 42
8 .323
4
58
2
2
6
27
42
D Murphy, Philadelphia.. 36 130
7S
838
6571 250.:'6i ,748
742
107
707
18 21 1433
Taos
3
2
1
0 .321
23
0
Henrikson, Boston.. .. .. 37 56 20 18
Socorro . . . . 38 45 1470 344 1590 292 1054 205) 874) 1019 230 904
(Continued from page one).
n
2 .318
0
69
4
14
50 11
56 157
Williams, Washington
Torrance. . . . 14 18 363 488 273 632 389 136 3S7I. 354 1761 390
1
4
51
0
l 7 .317 Union
6351 11101 4051
7001 10811 4131
694 iSchrank is outside of the city hall."
803 1175
E Murphv, Philadelphia, .. 3 142 24 45
26 28 1040
3 232 16 23 .315
88 163 24 IS
143 517
90
276 1721 1210
Schrank went back to the jail with
192 164 1139
Valencia . . 28j 30 402! 30 348
Gardner, Boston
3
O
6
46 12 10 .312
29
31 109
34
his guardsmen.
Chapman, Cleveland
52S576214991170120649i4bi4anuaoo4'iba60195iy7373ltil7iD
4
5
84
1
.311
6
22
0
241
93
75
Easterly, Chicago
There ma. riut-shc- ll
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Established

Francis E. Lester, one of the regents
ol the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, is here
from Mesilla Park.
John Becker, .Jr., the well known
merchant of Belen, arrived In the city
yesterday to attend the highway con-- j
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WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF STETSON HATS IN THIS CITY

In

MILLINERY

j

MEMBEERS

There is absolutely nothing in Underwear for
Men that will equal this line. Try' them.
There is some pleasure and comfort in wear- ing underwear that have a distinctive style
and shape and have npt got that scratchy
feeling that keep you squirming all day. With
these garments you will not know that you
have anything on, but be as warm as toast
in any weather.
A NEW LINE just re
OUR OVERCOATS
ceived in the CORRECT
STYLES FOR MEN, and in the beautiful and
.
Grays and Browns.'

.

'

;
'
'

$4.00, $4.50 and $5.00

Stetson and Van Gaul Hats, $3 to $5.
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GREEK STRIKERS
"

president of national old trails
association; says santa fe
is treasure house of history IP

m

OF PATHOS

WOMEN
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FIT AND QUALITY
GUARANTEED

ing:
left homo
have been glad since
that I was coming to your convention
and you"ve made me doubly glad now
that I am here, I do not wish to be
loo long in speaking here this evening and 1 shall keep my watch before me. It is eastern time I ahvavs
keep U t,lat way 80 t,liU 1 (1 ,10t llliss
"I

JULIUS HGERDESj

Hi.

TAILORS TO

Judge j. M. Lowe, of Kansas City,
president of the "National Olrl Trails
Ocean to Ocean Highway association,
arose midst tumultuous applause and
thus addressed the Ocean to Ocean
rlighwny convention yesterday even1

3

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

Afternoon and Evening Gowns
Our Specialty.
Garments Made
From Your Own Materials When

LADIES'

Desired.

requet.

Box

Side Plaza.

Y

2

READY-TO-WEA-

n

CO.

OR! GOODS
R

Moderately Priced Coais,

Designs, Samples and Measurement Blanks Furnished
on

and at the Lowest Prices,

Gloves In Every Description

Caps and

125 Palace Ave.

,

$1.50, $2.50 and $3.00

EACH.

MRS. W. UNDHARDT,

OF ROMANCE

Lion Special Hats at $3.50
and other hats run

PRICES

vention.

J. Frank Curns, formerly of the
land office and now a banker of Las
Vegas, arrived in the city yesterday
.and is attending the highway convention. Mr. Curns is a staunch progres-- I
sive and Roosevelt supporter.
Joseph Creamer, brother of Cafjos
Creamer and well known in Santa JTe,
has been assigned to the Philippine
constabulary with duty in the interior
of the islands. Second lieuteuant is
his title and he won it recently by a
brilliant examination. He is a grad-- j
uate of the New Mexico Military In-- j
stitute and a Santa Fe boy.
E. J. McMahon, secretary and J. F.
Sherman, president, of the chamber
of commerce of the city of Trinidad,
Colo., are among the delegates in the
city attending the highway convention.'. Both are live wires and are doing much for good roads.

oves

l
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Suits, Dresses, Skirls and Waists

or East

any meals. (Laughter.
You will find Women's Garments with distinction for Little Prices here
"It is a keen pleasure to be in Santa
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General preparations
When asked if the Greeks were strik- Uonathon was one of the greatest ora- ator Lorimer to the Presbyterian
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ers he "replied: "I don't know any- - tors I ever knew.
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tking about It. The men are on the
"But the man was not aggressive;
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paper makes a live

We will buv your Gold F'llings, Gold Soraps
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Self-Raisi- ng

Buckwheat

Telephone 9 W

If you use embossed stationer;, you
tpwn. can do no better
than place your orWe re aaakin a live paper. Read it der with the New Mexican
Printing
Company, prices will be Quoted upon
request. Our styles and forms are
'
,
YOU $1 strictly up to date.
WE WILL MAIL Tee-.send us.
fnr each Set of old False
Highest prices pild for old Gold, Silver,
It will not pay you to waste your
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
time writing out your legal form
IIONST SEND BY BETTHN MAII- when you can get them already printPHILA. SMELTING & REFINING CO.
ed at the New Mexican Printing
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
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GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality
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Washington, D. C, Nov. .12. The
laying of the corner stone of a great
monument in Arlington national cemetery, to the dead of the confederacy,
was the principal event today in the
openicg program of the annual convention of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy. Thousands of women, assembled to pay tribute to the
memory of the men who fought for
the south, surrounded the site of the
monument to witness the ceremony
conducted by Colonel Hilary A. Herbert, former secretary of the navy.
W. J. Bryan was the orator of the
day. The monument is to occupy a
the Confederate
plot in the center-o- f
section of tho national cemetery,
'where 260 of the men who died in
the southern cause are burled, The
addresses of Mr. Bryan and Mr. Her- 'bjfylemphasized' the unity of senti
ment between north and south which
bas.riargely obliterated sectional feeling , and made possible the erection
ot a final memorial to the southern
dead in the midst of scores of monuments to nothern soldiers and north'
ern bridgades.
Following the laying of the corner
stone work on the Confederate shaft
is to be pushed without delay and
officers of the Daughters of the Confederacy hope to unveil the monument before the reunion of Union and
Confederate' veterans at Gettysburg,
battlefield next July. A little want ad costs Dut

a

few

nents and brings, wonderful results
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No indigestion in

Cottolene

doughnuts
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Wed., Nov, 13th.

INSURANCE

-

ANNUAL TOUR

heats to a higher
!
than either butter or FREDERIC THOMPSONPRESENTSlj
MISS
lard, without burningor smoking.
The high temperature of the fat
Leon
Elsie
hardens the albumen, forming a
thin crust or coating, which prevents the food from becoming fat- - In the Greatest American Play,
The use of Cottolene I
soaked.
the time in frying.
half
saves
I;
Cottolene is a vegetable oil
1
shortening as healthful as olive
Cottolene

tem-ceratu- re

St.

Fire,

Life,

Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
j

REAL

ESTATE

City Property, Farms,

DAll VoTtheJ
XJULil

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Rtc

makes food
rich and crisp, but never greasy. I
Surety Bonds
Cottolene is absolutely pure and
clean in its origin, its manufacOf Ail Kinds.
ture, and method of packing. It I A REAL CIRCUS ON THE STAGE!
EVER.
iBIGGER THAN
is never sold in
bulk
always
jj Telephone 194 W., Room U
tin
in
Riders
Back
Bare
i Clowns, Acrobats,
LAUGHLIN building,
pails which
iAWtine'CelebratedylSt. Leon Famil
protect it from
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dirt, dust and
Play for Mothers, Sisters and
oil easily digested

(
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-

air-tig- ht

odors of the
grocery.

Pur-

chase a pail of
Cottolene from
your grocer
today.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
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Organized in 1870.

bank's endurance and strength.
the test of
determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exeffected.
Telegraphic
change Sales and Purchases
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
J. B. READ,

time

Seasorf Now Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it. Now is the
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.
VALLEY RANCH, N. M.
THE VALLEY RANCH,

50

three states, who came from so great
a distance to attend the convention
that only a scanty dozen or so of our
AS
SEES IT
own people were in attendance at the
social function.
Somebody blundered, and while we
SOMEBODY BLUNDERED.
cannot help the failure In attendance
A smoker was given at the Palace
last night we should profit by the ex- hotel last night for the members of penence,
the Ocean to Ocean Highway delegates, but nobody seemed to know
THE BOOK OF OUR BILL.
j

THE BYSTANDER

'

"All of Today's News Today

OF SANTA FE

BANK

The Oldest Bank to the State.

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.

1.25
$1.50

Weekly, six month

'

nt.
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the Santa Fe Postoffice
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CAPITAL,

Entered as Second Class Matter at
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The New Mexican Review.
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which we of the New Mexican company take a just pride. It comes
from our nress. and we are not
ashamed to have it appear in any
market; it was conceived by our Bill:
and his pen gave it life. It is one of
the prettiest literary souvenirs to be
found on any bookstand anywhere,
and should have a tremendous sale.
A NEEDED

REPAiR.

The attention of the Bystander was
called to a brick building on Washington avenue, occupied by R. L. Baca
m
i
n
i,
buU
geems tQ be g
thjs
thenj
31
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS
serious crack and the wall is bulging
out in front. Of course, a layman
may not understand whether this is a
dangerous situation or not, but when
THE MANY CHANGES.
one can .itand at the end of the build
It is always interesting after :i general election to note the changes in
ing and see a crack so wide that you
hi
house and senate
Washington.
can see through to the door beyond,
From long held Meats a few are always relegated to private life, but it
it certainly has the appearance of a
has been many years since so great a number ol' old timers have been derecent
election.
proposition, and likely at
dangerous
rans
the
at
the
also
were
as
among
feated,
to
once
fall.
time
arises
of
Sereno
any
ancient
the
the
Payne
out
figure
wreck
of
From
will miss from
I do not know whether there is in
again, though not without the Ecars of battle on him. He
and
Santa Fe or not a regular building inamong his colleagues, however, the straight figure of the eloquent
of
the
house,
celebrities
one
the
or whether matters of this
of
of
spector,
Dal.ell
long
Pennsylvania,
polished
kind come under the supervision of
who was pointed out from the galleries. Dal.ell lost out in the primaries and
a committee of the council, but surethus failed ot
ly it is somebody's duty to attend to
Another conspicuous member who will not answer the roll call of the
matters of this kind where actual dannext congress is William B. McKinley, of Illinois, noted tor ins weann, ins
ger may come to the citizens of our
manager for William Howard Tart. Mr.
suavity and as the
town.
I cannot believe
that In the
McKinley went down in the Illinois storm.
a stalwart
average American cities, on one of its
Sulloway, of New Hampshire, the tallest man in the house,
leading streets, a building would be
of stalwarts, and never wavering in his allegiance to caucus dictation, will
left in this condition without attenalso give bis attention to private matters after the 4th of March.
tion be'ns called to it and something;
Ben Pocht of Pennsylvania, has had this defeat coming for a long time,
being done to repair what would seem
and was certain to meet it when the people awakened to their condition and
to be an actual danger.
realized the domination of the big interests through their trusted agents
in congress. The resurrection of Focht is not likely to occur.
Matters of this kind are of vhal ini- Another full fledged reactionary who went down in the political flood
both to those who are oc-portance,
was John J. Gardner of New Jersey, whose retirement will only be recupants of the building themselves and
to the citizensmp at large, and a
gretted by the corporationists and the trusts.
Connecticut has retired Congressman Hill. Over his absence from consuit caused for negligence of
damage
the
this kind might cost the city many
gressional halls no every day citizen will shed tears. His alliance with with
times what the cost of the repair
people's interests has never been discoverable, but he has been strong
would be if it were taken in time. I
the interests of the east and has been always In line.
would not be at all surprised to learn
Not the least of those who have gone out from the house at the peoLikeable
that if a careful Inspection were made
ple's command, probably never to return, is "Uncle Joe Cannon."
of the buildings in Santa Fe, some
he was even to those who hated his methods and his despicable alliances, but
action might be found
necessary
he belonged to a time that has gone by and systems that are old. Cannon-isnecessary in other instances than this
was one of the things that made the progressive party not only possible
TUR.
RESTS
MAN ON WHOM
one to which I have called attention
but necessary. He was a sample of political tyranny. It helped to bring THE
on Washington avemio.
BURDEN.
about the great change.
TERRIFIC
KEY'S
Might It not be wise for the city
of
as
'Michigan,
Fordney
Back of Payne will still be such reactionaries
Knows Him Person
council or a committee with authority
A Personality Sketch of Kiamil Pasha by a Man Who
Campbell of Kansas and Kahn of California, but the lines are broken, and
to inspect this building or others
ally.
'
unless the democratic congress clings to the policies of the past, they are
the city that may be in
throughout
in
American
Issues
dead
politics.
of repair, r mention this par-- j
need
was
0
Constantinople
(FDITOR'S NOTE This timely sketch direct fromrenown
ticular one because my attention was
who has lived
William Maxwell, an English journalist of
written
by
called to it in more than one instance
CHILDREN.
acis
EVE'S OTHER
who
better
and
"Sublime
Porte,"
the
of
shadow
many years in the
this morning.
government
Turkish
of
the
According to one old Syrian legend, after Eve was driven trom the
quainted with the officials, past and present,
Garden of Eden, she had a large number of little ones. And one day by the than
any other English speaking newspaperman in cuiiuuumui:.
woman
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
shining in the sky she knew the Lord was coming. Franticallyso the washed moment when the whole burden of Turkey's tremendous political posuum
she
was
time
The
short,
Notice is hereby given that Pablo
worked to make her children presentable.
and
is
interesting.
man
important
thlt
story
rests on this
Sanchez, of Kennedy, New Mexico,
and cleaned the pretty, the strong and the happy ones. The lame, the blind,
who, on March 5, 1909, made Home-- '
the halt, the ugly she hid away in a cave below the earth and bade them
stead Application No.
for
be very quiet while God was there.
S.
SW.
And the Ixid came and viewed the pretty children. And then He said:
and Lot 3, Section 5,
"Woman what hast thou done?"
Township 13 North, Range 9 East, New
And Eve trembled.
Mexico Principal Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make
final
And then the Urd said: "Thou hast brought sorrow unto the world for
proof, to establish claim to the land
all time to come. Already these pretty ones have forgotten that those thou
above described, before Register and
hast hidden are their brothers and sisters. Already they think themselves
the salt of the earth. And Ihose others thou hast consigned them to darkReceiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
ness and toil and sorrow. Always, because of thy deed, there will be those.
Fe, New Mexico, on the Cth day of
who have plenty and dwell in the sunshine: and Eve's other children, forgot-teuDecember, 1912.
and
as witnesses:
Claimant names
sitting in places of gloom, toiling, moiling, they and their children
Florencio Sanchez, Noberto S. Torres.
their children's children."
Thus the legend.
Julian Garcia, Hipolito Roibal, all of
Kennedy, New Mexico.
For centuries its truth has held good. Always there have been Eve's
to the
'
MANUEL R. OTERO,
children, born to the light, and Eve's other children, seemingly born
shadow.' And the children of light have always sought to make their light;
Register.
dark-- ;
brighter, regardless of the fact that in so doing they make the shadows
er for Eve's other children. '
Thus has caste grown up. Thus has special privilege come into being.
Thus has the pernicious doctrine of property rights become fixed as opposed
to human rights.
No longer shall Eve's children have
But there is sign of a change.
children are at last awake. They
s
Eve
other
and
sunshine
all the
joy.
are claiming their just share or the good things. They are demanding an
equal chance with the rest. Blind justice must no longer be blind simply
WhatLydiaE.Pinkham'8 Veg- to the claims of the weak. Laws must not be uniform only in their treatment
etable Compound Did For
of the strong.
In other words, this whole struggle we are seeing is to put all of Eve's
Their Health Their own
children back on a like basis. It's going to take time and labor but it's going!
Statements Follow.
to happen!

FOUR PER CENT

j
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Captain William P. Brogan, one ol
As usual the proprietors of the hotel the editors of the New Mexican, cap- set out a most pleasing spread. It toin in i ha tmUniiQl trn u rri mptnlmr nf
was a Dutch lunch and the b.g d ii.ng
of tfce chamber
but it of pubIicUy biirea()
room looked very attractive,
live wire in the newspa- Commerce,
would have looked better to the tew
per field and all around good fellow,
Santa Feaus who were there and he of the wide smile and genial
had
if
there
doubtless to our guests,
nature, has stepped into the limelight,
not been one long table, reaching the
Bill has published, in collaboration
length of the dining room without a with Jess Nusbaum, one of the pret- there.
seat
single person having a
tiest brochures that has come from
What's the matter, anyway? I do any printing press for many a day. It
not know just where the blame lies, will be on the market in San Diego
but it must be with the committee hav- as a souvenir of the
great west and
1
don't should
ing the smoker in charge.
It can also be
a
have
sale.
big
know who the members of the com- found here in Santa Fe.
seems
trouble
The
mittee are, either.
From an artistic standpoint it is a
to be that the people of Santa Fe did
gem.
not know whether the smoker was an
The
part is from the facile
un-awhere invitations were extended pen of literary Bill. About each picCaptain
or whether it was open to those who ture he has woven a bit verse in meter
would enjoy being present, had they and in blank verse
form, with the sen-- !
understood they would be welcome.
timent appropriate to the illustration
I have heard a number of citizens
adjoining it. The author feels the sen-- ;
say this morning that they would like timent of the things of which he
to have been present, but they did not writes and
the subjects are all fa-- j
know whether they were expected or
for Brogan has in him the heart
miliar,
their presence desired.
of the west, and sees and feels just
those sentiments that the great west
come
who
wake up! Do not let those
inspires. The potency of the Jess
among us from abroad get the idea Nusbaum camera is well known in
are
tryand
we
are
that
asleep here,
this section. There Is nothing better,
ing to make a morgue out of the old and in this brochure are found some
town.
of the best results which he has atThe smoker was an enjoyable affair. tained. The
pictures are gems, and
of
enthusiastic
It had the atmosphere
in the soft sepia tint they show at
goodiellowship. The big highway got their best.
a big boost, but It must have looked
This little production is one in
a little strange to our guests from
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Cashier.
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TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

j

EDDY DELQADO,

PROPRIETOR.
OF

MANUFACTURER

Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

j

Both Native and

Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
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Don Caspar Avenue.

THE
PALACE
N.
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FE,

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

NEW

AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

AMERICAN

MANAGEMENT.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
j

)

European Rate, $1.00 and up,

American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

j

The Montezuma Hotel

j

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

i

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

j

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

09058-104S1-

2

4

j
'

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
i

TT.

How About

That Fire Insurance?

I
1

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED

f

j

TWO WOMEN

j

TESTIFY!

j

Think About It!
THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act

COMPANV

E
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GENERAL AGENTS,

FE, N.

M

j

0

The name Elkins seems likely to appear again on the roll of the United
States senate, as the republicans seem to have carried the West Virginia!
legislature and Senator Watson will bo retired. David Elkins, son of Steve,
whose name is inseparably united with New Mexico's early history, seems
to be the likely successor to the seat once held by his distinguished father,
and on this account our state has at least, an indirect interest in the West;
Virginia contest.

BY WILLIAM

Usually a
grand vizer "mysteriously disappears"
when he is "separated" from the job.
Kiamil came mighty near "disappearing" once himself. That was in 1897,
w hen he was so thoughtless as to sug
gest to Abdul Hainld that the people;
should have a few constitutional!
rights. The old, tyrannical sultan re
moved him from the office and Kiamil
... linns Itn
.
i
I J .,
11J
KMIII
CU In
WH
III l II1III.
WimiB 11 llf'SA
ne
13
exile
years. Then
supped into
Constantinople under British protec- tion and assisted the young Turks in
their fight for a constitution and a j
new sultan.
To a person acquainted with Turk- ish officials the most astonishing thing
about Kiamil Pasha is that he is a!
poor man, and always was poor. In a
land where the officers live by graft-- j Bead What This Woman Says:
ing and outright stealing this is re- South Williamstown, Mass. "Lydia
markable. Other grand vizers havej E.-- Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
cer- left the office loaded down with wealth tainly has done a great deal forme. Be- if they left alive. No other Turk is fore taking it I suffered with backache
his superior in Integrity ,pr patriotism, and
pains in my side. I was very irregand few are his peers.
ular and I had a bad female weakness,
Kiamil Pasha, (Pasha being a title! especially after
periods. I was always
and not a surname) was bom a little tired, so I thought I would try your medover 89 years ago in Cyprus. He has, icine. After taking one bottle of Lydia
according to the advice of the "proph-- E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I
et" his allotment of four regular wives felt so much better that I got another
and a harem of slave girls. He would and now I am a well woman.
I wish
be- a devout follower of the "Shadow
more women would take your medicine.
of God on Earth," as the Moslems re-- ; I have told my friends about it" Mrs.
gard the sultan. If he didn't keep an Robert Colt, Box 45, South Williams-towMass.
alundance of wives in his household.

that

MAXWELL,

Special Correspondent.
Nov.
12. Kiamil
Constantinople,
Pasha, grand vi.er of the Turkish
0
man directing the strugNo party bunded on the principles which form the foundation or me pire, is the
Balkan allies, trying
the
gle
against
in
is
can
record
Its
to
survive.
tail
political
unequaled
progressive party
and arouse enthuto maintain
history. The results of last week's election have proven that It is to be siasm for thepeace
Crescent in Asiatic Tur-- i
a great force in Hie future.
,
while at the name time battling
-- oin diplomacy for Turkey against four
hi
where
states
to
be
the
that
firsl
law
Tlie
legislatures
passed by
ought
nations. Me Is at the r..w..w.i. i.KM.intlt
woman suffrage prevails is one prohibiting the yard long hat pin. Think
throughout the empire, a
of standing In line at a voting booth with the deadly instrument pointing suprememore
powerful than the sultan
figure
from every direction.
himself, and far more able.
0
In his ninetieth year, this "grand
Three new. congressmen chosen in .Maryland want an extra session of old man" of the Moslems is vigorous
congress. They want to get in the limelight as speedily as' possible evi- mentally and physically, keen of eye
'
and of mind, with a beurded face that
dently and carve their names on the tablet of fame.
0
shows intelligence and firmness. De-- j
The cabinet "suggestions." all unselfish, of course, that AVoodrow Wil- spite his many years and a career of
he
son is going to receive, will be numerous as the falling leaves, but they will varied and venturous activities
alone seems to have the experience
not fall so noiselessly or gently.
o
and authority as well as the deter-- '
If beef goes much higher the aviators will have to look'at or they are mination, indispensable to the crisis
liable to get into court along with the railroads and have some cow killing facing the Turks.
Kiamil Pasha has been grand vizer
cases on their hands.
four times, from 1SS5 to 1891; from
Q
1S93
f? "97.i from 1!,0'S to, 19f: and
One of the noticeable features of the late election is that we still have the!
a
"Vizer means one
;iicw.
sohd south with us.
burden The gran(, vher correBpond8
to the English premier, and the Ameri-Thelectoral college will look like the well known sign, "Wilson, that s con Becretary of state .in that he heads
all."
the cabinet, but Kiamil Pasha has
0
n.uch greater powers and heavier bur- AVill Europe have to get along without its Turkey next Christmas?
jdens now than either the American
0
or English premiers.
1
did.
He is the only Turk who ever held
Turkey got what was coming to it just as Taft
kf-y-

j

i

,

e

New Moorefield, Ohio. "I take great
pleasure in thanking you for what your
V egetable Compound
has done for me. I
had bearing down
pains, was dizzy and
weak, had pains in
lower back and could
not be upon my feet
long enough to get a
meal. As long as I
laid on my back I
would feel better,
but when I would
1
get up those bearing
aown pains wouia come DacK, ana tne
doctor said I had female trouble. Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound waa
the only medicine that helped ma and I
have been growing stronger ever since
J commenced to take it I hope it will
help other suffenng women as ithas me.
mm. uasoiq
iuu uon usv una letter,
Lloyd, New Moorefield, Clark Co., Ohio,

M

office four times.

4.
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HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
co.
of Pittsburg, Pa., writing the most liberal Life Insurance Contracts,
The Ocean Accident & Guarantee Corporation
!
bility, Plate (ilass mid Automobile insurance.
writing all forms of Surety
The Equitable Surety Company of st- Louis' Mo.,
and Fidelity Honda.
GENERAL AGENTS

koom

HALL & HALL

NEW MEXICO

fit

L
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MILITARY

city
capital
bank
bllr;.

21,

INSTITUTE

R0SWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished

Institution " by the

S.

U

War Department.
Located

j

j

u

In

tbe beautiful Pecos

Valley. 8700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout thi; entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Ea st-

ent colleges.'

Ten building,

modern in every respect.

Regents

:

a

E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
d For particulars and illustrated catalogue, address,
COL.

J AS.

W. WILLS0N, Supt.
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a
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Ocean Highway.

still better,
Arizona
and
Tho sands of the Mammoth wash exGIRLS! GIRLS! SURELY TRY THIS!
California, have thousands of citizens tend lor three miles only and our enwho need good roads for their busi- gineers will soon conquer Hint bit of
ness, for their pleasure, and for tho road. From there to Yuma the new
DOUBLES BEAUTY OF YOUR
development of their general interests. road will be free from sand over hard
FOH SALE--milch
good
We have many
industries
which ground on an excellent roadbrd. Tho
Phone Bishop's ranch, i:!u W.
would and did contribute to our or- total distance from j.oh Angeles
to
FOR
ganisation.
Yuma, via Colton and Urawley, is 2im
lousekfcpiug
We realize that by
with miles, made up as follows:
?.) Palace avenue.
25-CeAll You Need Is a
Bottle of uDAnderioe".-Hai- r
the sections being considered we could
Boulevards, 34 miles; sandy roads,
uth
furnish the residents along tho high- 15 miles; good roads, S(i miles; fair
FOIt
Hock pullets;
Gets Lustrous, Fluffy and Abundant At Once,
ah'o some frys. 2V,2 .Manhattan
way an asset which would be of par- to good roads, M3 miles. Total, 290
ticular value to them. We would offer miles.
Immediate? Yes! Certain? that's scraggy, faded, dry, brittle or thin. to the pleasure seeker and the home
Citizens in California along; the
the Joy of it. Your hair becomes light, Besides beautifying the hair, Dander- seeker a magnificent roud through the highway have contributed generously
r
Wanted, a position as
wavy, fluffy, abundant and appears as ine dissolves every particle of dand-- ! choice of all the desirable sections of to our cause. Business men of Riveror practical nurse. Apply .Mrs. Ellison,
soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young ruff; cleanses, purifies and invigorates our great country in resources and side and Redlands, both several miles
Musiness college.
'care Santa
girl's after a Danderine hair cleanse. the scalp, forever stopping Itching and scenery, and in so doing we would lay off the highway, huve been our most
Just try this moisten a cloth with a falling hair, but what will please you before them the only real all the year' generous' contributors.
FOIt li EXT Houses furnished or
little Danderine and carefully draw it most will be after a few weeks' use route, the route which offers the least
i unfurnished.
Citizens of Brawley, in the imperial
Apply to M. A. Ortiz,
through your hair, taking one small of Danderine, when you will actually resistance the only route that can be valley, have aided our cause in
Court House.
every,
strand at a time. This will cleanse the see new hair fine and downy at first
on-- j
kept open practically every day in the way possible. The bos Angeles-Col- t
hair of dust, dirt or excessive oil and
yes but really new hair growing all
FOR RK.NT- Two nicely furnished
Yuma Ocean to Ocean Highway Auxyear.
in just a few moments you have dou- over the scalp. If you care for pretty,
rooms,
to
has
modern, fine location. 2i
formed
a
been
we
mind
in
iliary
had
guarantee,
bled the beauty of your hair.
soft hair, and lots of it; surely get aj And, Gentlemen,
Agua Fria street.
interest. We re-- ' funds to complete our highway from!
A delightful surprise awaits, partic- 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Dander-- route of historic
Jl.
Smokek
I.os Angeles to Yuma.
ularly those who have been careless, ine from any drug store or toilet coun-- ! membered this ancient Pueblo with its
FOR RENT
Rooms with all modem
Road
builders
are
on
con-work
at
We
and
'
progress.
enterprise
whose hair has been neglected or is ter and Just try it.
C( nvenienc.es,
for gentlemen
only.
had in mind the attractive scenic and struetion today. One hundred thou-- ;
Telephone J. It;?.
industrial section of New Mexico and 8ld dollars is on call to aid the work
It makes all the difference between cheerful
Arizona, the beauty spots of southern
'ng before our next annual meet-- )
comfort and chilly discontent.
WAX TED
GOOD
TO BUY A cooking
win nave com-- ;
i amornia mat Mecca or tne tourist, "& ' eiu
not smaller than six hole and
range
It
makes
that same difference to you and all your family.
the last of good roads and hospitality, P'eted a modern appian way as her
in good condition. Address "C" thl
It is the 'cheapest and handiest way of getting heat
And we remembered that at Los An- - contribution to the Ocean to Ocean
ollico.
Cal-where
it
association.
;
we
want
would
and
connect
Highway
when
it.
No
want
with the
you
geles
you
wire,
The route of the Oc ean to Ocean
BRIGHT LINES IN PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
tube or flue connection. You can carry it wherever you
ifornia state highway which long be-FOR RICNT Modern
house, 5
"We invited all states along our proposed route to join with us in our fore 1915 will be completed 500 miles Highway from Los Angeles is via Al- want it bathroom, dining-rooor living-roorooms and bath, with large yard, new
in
Nawe
El
mind
had
that
the
bambra.
coast
Monte,
the
via
Santa
great work;
particularly
Pomona, Ontario,
up
splendid organization,
Barbara, Paso
The Perfection Heater is smokeless and odorless. Easily cleaned.
range, tine location. Geo. M. Kinsell,
tional Old Trails Ocean to Ocean Highway association.
Kobles and San Jose and San Francis- - Colton, Beaumont, Banning, the Co-- j
Damper top and tool handle. Safe and economical.
Phone 35 W.
"We, of New Mexico, Arizona and California, have thousands of citi- co. Then continuing over state high- - j achella Valley and Brawley to the
0acr wrywhmrn, or write far detcriptiv circular.
zens who need good roads for their business, for their pleasure and for ways another four hundred miles to Arizona state line at Yuma. Calil'or-- i
LOST P.rindle and white bull dog,
to
interests.
of
nia
their general
the development
connect with the good
the Oregon state line. Thence anproposes
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
three months old, answers to name
"Each of our three states have developed many miles of good roads other six hundred miles over the roads roads of Arizona and New .Mexico,1
of "Jack". Return to 1)43 San Fran-- ;
DnTr, PubIo, Albuquerque,
since we organized; we have reason to be pleased with our advancement
of the Pacific Highway via Portland,! and with the National Old Trails!
Cheyenne, Butte, Boise, Salt LaL City.
Cisco St., and receive reward.
Ocean
to
not satisfied however, for our ambition calls for even greater progress.
Ocean
Tacoma and Seattle to Vancouver, B.
Highway association!
"We must remember that we need the government's first good roads C making in all the best, the longest through to the Atlantic.
$110.00 buys a bran new combina-- I
GOVERNMENT
ivo tlinnannrl
AID.
endorsement; we need the first appropriation congresss shall make for a OOOri roafi in flip WnrUl.
tion runabout and top buggy, rubber
national highway and we must not forget that by organization,
miles in length. Open for travel every
We hove for government aid in our1
tired, and fine set of single harness.
John Becker, Jr., Helen.
and most harmonious work only can we gain this valued prize.
day in the year. And through the great work. We realize that .the good your substantial support for our pro-Theo. Cornell.
Jose G. Chaves, Lo:i Lunas.
choice sections of our country.
roads of France, England ami Switzer- - ject - lor an Ocean to Ocean Highway
"Fortunately we have the aid in our great work of that partiotic,
irited
W. M. Borrowdale, Magdalena.
organization, the Daughters of the American Revolution; they
Each of our three states have devel- - 'and were accomplished only by gov- - over the route which has our united
FOR SALE OR LEASH Ojo Cali-ent- e
R. C. Dillon, Encino.
are accomplishing results that we appreciate beyond expression.
approval.
aid
we
eminent
rea-wmiles
and
of
no
roads
since
oped many
good
recognize
Hot Springs and hotel with
A. II. Hilton (by Oscar Snow) San
were as follows:
The
"We look forward to the day, which is near at hand, when our country
delegates
our
sn
why
government should fail
organized. We have reason to be
ranch. For particulars, apply AnAntonio.
CALIFORNIA.
will be favorably known for its good roads which will equal, if not surpleased with our advancement. Not to lend the aid we require. There is
F. W. Balfour, Pamona.
Roy Bedichek (by J. A. .Mahoney) thony F. Joseph, O.io Caliente, Taos
pass, those of France and Switzerland to the day when our people will! satisfied, however, for our ambition no law questioning the right of coa-- '
.
county, N. M.
u,. j. liisnousiii toy r .
Dcming.
heed and live up to the slogan 'See America First.'"
tiaiiourj
to
aid
our
cause.
calls for even greater progress.
gress
On the con
John T. McCabe by Oscar Snow)
Pamona.
New Mexico is employing convict trary the precedent was established
Daniel Johnson, W. W. Wilcox, A. Loidsburg.
Wanted, 12 boys between the age of
John S. Mitchell, president of the posed route to join with us in our
years ago when the gov jB. Miller, (by W. A. Fremire) Colton
IT, and IS
labor
Wm. M. Atkinson, Roswell.
building not only roads, but seventy-livyears to assist on .Monday,
Ocean to Ocean Highways association, great work. We had particularly in
ernment
appropriated seven Ul mure
Inlin
Totiblna i hv V W Pmeira
Ray Morley (by W. M. Barrowdale) Tuesday and Wednesday next week
delivered the following address at the mind that splendid organization, The boulevards and is making remarkable millions of dollars for the
at the Masonic Cathedral. Call at once
national Ls Angeles'.
Until.
convention yesterday afternoon:
National Old Trails Ocean to Ocean progress.
highway.
on J. W. Mayes. Laughlin
An colon
Don H. Kedzio (by J. A. Mahoney)
CliPHtpr
Ins
Ijiwrpnm
is
Arizona
Building,
roads
and
Arigood
building
The governors of New Mexico,
Highway association, The Boonslick
We must remember that we need
between !) and 10 in the morning.
.1. Clem Arnold
(by F. W. Balfour) Lordsburg.
zona and California called a meeting Road, Cumberland Pike and Braddock has planned a state highway and will the government's first
W. M. McCoy, .Motintaiuair.
good roads en- Los Angeles.
in November last of citizens interest- Road on to New York City. Hoping arrange in the near future, I am told, dorsement. We need the first
M. Shields. Dawson.
TYPEWRITERS.
(1. W. Wilder (by Mont
Ii. Chubb)
Harvey
approa
bond
issue
for
its
large
completion.
ed in good roads.
by such consolidation by such coA. B. Renehan, Santa Fe.
priation congress shall make for a Redland.
Cleaned, adjusted ana repaired. New
with
California
her
road
fund
good
The meeting was held in Phoenix, operation of interests to complete an
national highway, and we must not forJohn S. Harris, Santa Fe.
platens furnished. Ribbons and supW. n. Brookings
(by Mont R.
Arizona. It was attended by twenty-eigh- t Ocean to Ocean Highway, a boulevard of $18,000,000 is developing her state get that by
J. S. Mactavish, Magdalena.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanges
Redlands.
organization,
Chubb)
highway
rapidly.
states.
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. A
delegates from each of the
T. W. Wilson, .Magdalena.
and most harmonious work only can
and rented. Standard makes handled.
11. B. Clancy, (by Karl S. Karlton)
Los Angeles county with its road we
All repair work and typewriters guarThey proved themselves sincerely in splendid highway for the farmer, merAntonio Lucero, Santa Fe.
gain this valued prize.
Riverside.
three
favor of good roads and with equal chant and the pleasure seeker. We fund of $3,500,000 has completed
Louis C. Ilfeld, Las Veeas.
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Exwe have the aid in our
Stewart!
'
K. R. Smoot (by Harry
fortunately
Wm. J. Lucas, Las Vegas.
sincerity they pronounced in favor of had hi mind the fact that "good hundred miles of boulevards.
change, Phone 231 W.
great work of that patriotic, miblic- - Beaumont.
an Ocean to Ocean Highway from roads, better roads and more of them,"
Wm. J. .Mills, Las Vegas.
California proposes to keep absolute spirited organization, "The
M. Westfield (by Fremire) Ban- J.
Daughters
New York to Los Angeles.
was to be our slogan. That the whole faith with her good roads neighbors. ot the American Revolution
ARIZONA.
They ning.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
After most careful consideration the country was interested In our efforts, Since our organization, the citizens of are workine not
Dell M. Potter, Clifton.
n
H. E. Card (by K. S. Karlton) inaio.
hP.ln.
G. P. Bullare, Phoenix.
delegates of each state selected the and with a completed organization of Ontario, Guasti,
and
Care
S.
K.
Bloomington
C. McDonald (by
They
Karlton)
accomplishing results that
W. T. Webb, Solomonville.
most desirable route through their every section along our proposed our Colton, by donation of right of way and we appreciate
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Coachella.
beyond expression
Geo. Frazer (by D. M. Potter cur- VWWW
state and as each road connected with hoped for route we could and would financial subscriptions have built 18
vve remember the valuable aid ex-- I
N. B. Harris (by K. S. Karlton),
ton.
conthat of the adjoining state the
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
accomplish any thing and everything miles of hard oiled road from Ontario tended to our cause by the Los An- - Mecca.
M. .1. Doherty, Mesa.
vention accepted each report and the completion of our ambition would to Colton.
City Attorney.
j geles Examiner in
Harry Stewart, Brauley.
a pathfind
sending
Dr. J. A. Ketcherside, Yuma.
adopted the complete road as report- require. We were not unmindful of
H. L. Fulton, Brauley.
Capital City Bank Building,
Whitewater point, which extends ing car the full length of our highway
P.
T.
ed.
Yuma.
Robertson,
Rooms
Hon. P. F. Cogswell, El Monte.
the fact that each of the states and into the river and formerly delayed irom ios Angeles to New York. We
Patrick Rose, Globe.
Abbott Kinney (by P. F. Cogswell)
Santa Fe, Ne Mexico.
Thus, Gentlemen, the Ocean to counties, many cities and towns, as travelers from one to three days when also wish to give credit to the Los
William Ryan, Globe.
Ocean Highway is routed from the well as road districts to the eastward the river was high, now has no terrors Angeles Times for providing at its Venice.
F. E. Elliott, Yuma.
P. J. Dudley
HARRY D. tvlOULTON,
(by P. F. Cogswell)
Colorado state line via Raton, Las were already actively and intelli-- j for the farmer or automobilist a good own expense an automobile with press
E. W. Clayton
Ocean
(by R. W. Smith)
Park.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Socorin
Santa
at
work
and
to
Fe, Albuquerque,
improvVegas,
road has been cut through the rocky agent and driver
gently
building
convey our organSafford.
Charles Glassell (by P. F. Cogswell)
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ro and Magdalena in New Mexico; via ing roads. That they were well or- point. This was done by our friends, zer from the Pacific to the Atlantic,
Dr.
Whiteside, Kingman.
Redondo.
Formerly Special AgeDt, G. L. O.
Springerville, Clifton, Globe, Phoenix ganized in securing most effective re- the supervisors of Riverside county. ' Permitting us to spread the gospel of
E. F. Thompson (by Dr. Whiteside)
Ray Jones (by P. F. Cogswell) SanLand Claims and Contests a Specialty
and Yuma in Arizona; via Brawley, sults and we wanted to work with A good road 70 miles in length has our cause to enthuse good roads resi
Kingman.
Monica.
ta
Coachella valley, Banning, Beaumont, them and to have their
been built between Mecca and Braw- dents in all the towns and cities the
G. Becker,
W. A. Fremire, Ontario.
Springerville.
. Chas. R. Eaaley,
Chas. F, Easley,
Our three western states could offer ley on the south side of the Salton sea length of our highway. Other papws
Colton, Ontario, Pomona, El Monte
Fred T. Colton, Springerville.
Charles
Ontario.
Frankish,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
and Alhambra to Los Angeles, its many miles of completed highway and
T.
over this road any autoist may and publicating companies have esj. Norris (by Malcom Frazer)
P. K Hatch (by Mont P. Chubb)
western terminus.
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
many willing workers to take part in easily make HO miles an hour and our poused our cause until today our pro- Long Beach.
rrescoft.
We invited all states along our pro- - organizing and building an Ocean td crews are at work now making it ject has the endorsement
Practice in the Courts and before
Dr. Bledson, Bisbee.
and apNEW MEXICO.
Land Department.
Allen T. Bird, Nogales.
proval of thousands who appreciate
.lames A. French, Santa Fe.
O. C. Parker, Tucson.
Land grants and titles examined.
the importance and inestimable value
Robert P. Ervien, Santa Fe.
Cart Hart, Tucson.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch OlHce, Estan- of good roads.
E. C. Sperry, Raton.
E. E. Ellingwood, Bisbee.
Most capable handling of our mutual
J. .1. Schuler
D. Baldwin)
cia, N. M.
(by
T. H. Riordan, Flagstaff.
interests have been exercised by our Raton.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfcTt".
MISSOURI.
L. L. Cahlll, Springer.
neighbor and friend, The National Old
J. M. Lowe, Kansas City.
Trails Ocean to Ocean Highway asR. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
TISE?
J. J. Kirker, Kansas City
Geo. W. Fleming (by W. .1. Mills)
Tell your story to
sociation. It is most desirable that
COLORADO.
our organizations should be bound in Las Vegas.
,000,000 Readers
'or
E. J. McMahon. Trinidad.
Sostenes Delgado (by Louis Ilfeld)
well understood ties as to our relaTwelve Dollars.
J.
S.
Sherman, Trinidad.
We will place your
advertlM-aien- t
tionship. In ties that will insure har- - E' Chaperito.
J. F. Curns, Wagon Mound.
;n 25 leading newspapers' Sunmonious efforts to establish an Ocean
Chas. S. Hedge, no e. 2nd St. HastR. L. Baca, Santa Fe.
to Ocean Highway from New York to
day issue, for $12 per insertion. Deings, Nebr., writes: "I have been
Bronson M. Cutting, Santa Fe.
Los Angeles via the National Old
troubled with severe pains in my THE scriptive circular FREE.
N. B. Laughlin, Santa Fe.
Trails Ocean to Ocean Highway over
PROBERT ADVERTISING
back and kidneys and tho pains were
A. C. de Baca, Bernalillo.
the highway approved by our conven-- j
AGENCY,
F.
B.
Schwentker
L.
severe
R.
in
the morning. I
Grose) especially
(by
tion and which as established Is by far
Taos, New Mexico.
have
used
Albuquerque.
three
boxes
of
your
the most satisfactory route to the
Foley
D. A. McPherson, Albuquerque.
Kidney Pills and the pains have en
local as well as to the long distance
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Felix H. Lester (by Benson Newell) tirely left me. I now feel
as well as
travelers.
Dentist.
ever. For sale by all druggists.
Albuquerque.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
We should commend the splendid ef- Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
forts of the National Automobile Deal- Phone Red 6.
ers' association in securing their large
Office Hourf S a. m. to 5 p. m.
fund to aid in the establishment of a
And by Appointment.
highway from ocean to ocean. And
we call attention of the public to the
Need Good
tact that the automobile interests are
M. DIAZ,
DR.
aiding good roads rather than dam- Food-DrinWe
them.
are confident that we
DON GASPAR
This New
k
aging
RESIDENCE,
can convince the officers of their as- Give a Mild Laxatixe Occasionally to
AVE
taste smuch like high grade
Insure Regular Bowel Action.
sociation that our road offers the best
Phone, 220 Red
As a child grows older it requires
inducement for their generous assistJava, but is absolutelypure
ance the proper development of our more and more
OFFICE
202 WATER ST.
attention
personal
and free from caffeine, the
highway, the enthusiastic support of from the mother, and as the functions
our local organization, and willingPhone, 9 J.
drug in coff ee.which causes
ness of our cities and counties to as- of the bowels are of the utmost imOFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
so much nervousness, headsist us will offer the most convincing portance to health great attention
evidence to the Automobile Dealers' should be paid to them.
ache, heart trouble and inassociation and I am confident that
Diet is of great importance, and the
L. F. MURRAY, M.
digestion.
evidence will not be lacking
mother should watch the effect of
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
up
To prove
worth
We look forward to the day, which certain foods. A food will constipate
is near at hand, when our country will one and not another, and so we have
Cation
Block, Palace Ave., next
will be
sample
be favorably known for its good roads a healthy food like eggs causing
door to Wells Fargo Lx.
mailed to any one who
will equal, if not surpass, those j iousness to thousands, and a whole
j
PHONE 233.
of
France
and Switzerland to the day some fruit like bananas constipating
Residence Palace Hotel.
sends 2c
for postwhen our people will heed and live up many. It is also to be considered
Phone Main 63.
VESTA BEATRICE HARMON.
to the slogan "See America First."
age.
that the child ia growing, and great
Your president extends his thanks changes are taking place in the young Vesta Beatrico Harmon, 11G7 Star
to fellow officers and members for man or young woman.
The system Ave., Burlington, la., and Mr. R. 11.
It is made by stirring a level spoonful
their substantial assistance. Partic- has not yet settled itself to its later Miller, Nebraska City, Neb., and
Is Going to Practice With
thousands of others.
ularly I wish to asknowledge the ser- routine.
(more or less to suit taste) in a cup of
R. H. MILLER.
DR.
vices of our esteemed, capable and
A very valuable remedy at this
Its use will teach you to avoid,
.
-s
i...
"V-""
hot water and adding sugar and cream
untiring organizer, Colonel Dell M. state, and one which every growing cathartics, salts and pills as they are
Potter, of Clifton, Arizona. He has boy or girl should be given often or loo harsh for the majority and their Office, 115 Grant Ave.. Santa Fe.
enough to bring the color to a golden POSTUM CEREAL CO,, LTD.,
proved himself a soldier in our cause, occasionally according to the indi- effect is only temporary. Syrup Pep
BATTLE CREEK. MICH.
brown.
an untiring advocate of good roads. vidual circumstances, is Dr. Cald- sin brings permanent results, and it
TELLS THE WHOLE STORY.
He has traveled for us when his busi- well's Syrup Pepsin. This is a laxa- - can be conveniently obtained of any
To say that Foley Honey and Tar
food-drinGrocers are selling this new
k
Enclosed find 2c stamp for trial tin of INSTANT
ness was being sacrificed. He has tive and tonic combined, so mild that nearby druggist at fifty cents and one Compound is the best for children and
100-cup
POSTUM.
spent his money in our behalf regard- it is given to little babies, and yet dollar a bottle.
tins, 50c; 50 cup tins, 33c.
grown persons and contains no opiates
less of being reimbursed and I recom- equally effective in the most robust
If no member of your family has tells only part of the tale. The whole
Name,
mend that we see that he is compen- constitution.
At the first sign of a ever used Ssyrup Pepsin and you story is that it is the best medicine
sated for his expense at least. For his tendency to constipation give a small j would like to make a
trial of for coughs, colds, croup, bronchitis,
Address,
services we can not pay. We are not dose of Syrup Pepsin at night on re- h oeiore ouymg it in personal
the regular way and other affections of the throat,
millionaires and his generosity is of tiring, and prompt action will follow of a druggist, send your address a chest and lungs. Stops la grippe,
Grocer's nams
in the morning. It not only acts on postal will do to Dr. V. B. Caldwell, coughs and has a healing and
the sort which refuses payment.
soothing
Your president bespeaks your un- the stomach and bowels but its tonic 115 Washington St., Monticello, 111., effect. Remember the name, Foley's
tiring support of our succeeding of- properties build up and strengthen and a free sample bottle will be mail Honey and Tar Compound, and accept
ficers and pledges his help at all times. the system generally, which is an ed you. Results are
Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
always guaran-- , no substitutes. For sale by all drug- I thank you one and all and Invite opinion shared by the parents of teed or money will be refunded.
.
gists.
We, of New Mexico,
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"Ft. Worth, Tes., Nov. 11. The sec-- ; perintendent.
ond trial of John Beal Siieed, banker
By order of the Board of Penitenand cattleman, charged with killing tiary Commissioners.
Captain Al G. Eoyce, was begun here
JOHN B. McMAXUS,
today.
Superintendent,
Santa Fe, N. M.
BIDS FOR PENITENTIARY SUP-- 1
PLIES.
bring returns.
New Mexican want ads. always
Bids for furnishing six months' sup-'- ,
plies for the state penitentiary will be
received until !) o"clock a. m., Novrm-- '
PILLS
CHICHESTER I!RANI.
her 20, 1912.
A
A fit your lirugmtrl for A
of
4IailI
Supplies consists
groceries,
JiitmonTlriiiidV
1'IIUiii U. J an) Gold iiu iAlllc
meats, hay and grain, clothing, leath-er- ,
hoars, sealci witli lilue RIMwn.
'faUm im other. Hut f v.
V
etc. A list of the supplies wanted,
5
lru;'irU. As t'wf. II
conditions and blank proposals will be
yartkii',wti ns West, saiet, Alwavs Keiia:.U
Suto
furnished upon application
the
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THANKSGIVING
The Most Important

DAY

OF

THE

YEAR

From a

PfOTHE

No young woman, m the joy of
coming motherhood, should neglect
to prepare her system for the physical ordoal she la to undergo. The
health of both herself and the coming
child depends largely upon the care
she bestows upon herself during the
Mother's Friend
waiting monlia.
mother's systhe
enpectant
prepares
tem for the coining event, a;id Its us3
makes her comfortable during all the
term. It works with and for nature,
and by gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, involved,
and keeping the breasts in good condition, brings the woman to the crisia
in Bnipndid tihvsical condition. The
baby, too, is more apt to be perfect and
strong where the mother has thus
prepared herself for nature's supreme
function. No better advice could ba
given a young expectant mother than
that sho ws-- Mother's Friend; It is a
medicine that ha3 proven its value
In thousands oi
Mother's
cases.
UHERfS
Friend Is sold at

stores,
'drug for
free

CULINARY POINT OF VIEW

3

Young as.

Write

hnnk for

4

Thanksgiving Turkeys
Phone 4.

i

JUjI

F. ANDREWS

B1ADFELD REGULATOR CO.. AtkaU.

Phone 4.

KCtCl V CU Beautiful Blooming- Plants and
THE CLARENDON GARDEN
-

i

C

LOCAL ITEMS.
THE WEATHER.
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 12. For
New Mexico:
Tonight fair, cold- er in southeast nortion: Wednes- S day fair.

Ferns.

N

One niork East

i
A

SI

()ia.Sa Wljiuel Church.
Flower Stand with the Modern Grocery Company.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone 12.

IN TELEPHONING
The Mew Mexican, ir your business
!s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."

I

y
;

S. SPITZ

!

G

THE
9 JEWELER

8

HIGH-GRAD-

E

FROM THIS DATE ON

WATCHES

My Line of Made

Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
at cost. Black Plumes at a
large discount.
t

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!I

I

Hats

Will PeSoId at a Big
Discount.

AND

I

If it's Real Estate Hayward has it.
A Good comedy ana a good snow at

the Elks tonight.
Two Hours Late Train No. 10. of
the Santa Fe was reported two hours
late this afternoon.
Born to Secretary of State and Mrs.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

MISS A. MUGLER

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

fantry, N. M. N. G.
County School Superintendent John
V. Conway returned yesterday
from
Conada de los Alamos and Rio Tesu-quwhere he held parents' meetings
and installed teachers. At Conada de
los Alamos, Miss Anita Silva is the
teacher, and at Rio Tesuque, Miss
,X)uiae Dockweiler is in charge. This
completes the list of teachers for
Santa e county. Every school
h" be" 8"pPlled wUh a qualified
teacher. Mr. Conway leaves in the
i
lYinrninir for Puvnniiiiniia
PninnmiA.
WANTED A boy to carry a paper &nd gan JldefonBOi wnere
t8
.
route. Iew Mexican ofi.ee.
,,,, ,
be heW.
n)eeting8
rent
rooms
for
All persons having
Se f respect requires
clean teeth,
from November 17 to 20, please notify
H. F. Stephens, ' cit v,: giving" street, Possibly only with care with
and rates. Answer not later day brushing by you. Get a tooth
brush today. Zook's Pharmacy;
than Saturday..: November 16.
A great story-iThat delightful love romance, "Polly
"Captain Bryne of
the N. V. Mounted Police," at the of the Circus;" . with winsome Miss
Elks tonight.
j Elsie
St. Leon and a strong cast in- Serously Injured While climbing eluding the famous St. Leon family
from the water tank of the banta te,0 bareback
riders,
provided by
railroad here last night Fireman G. L. Frederic Thompson, aided by a num
Hardy slipped, fell and seriously in- ber of circus performers, will be seen
jured his back. He was taken to his at the Elks' theater on Wednesday,
home in the city here and a physician November 13. It contains as pretty
summoned.
a story as could well be put on the
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. stage in play form; Its incidents and
The finest rooms in the city, having sentiments both continue to' give it
electric light, steam heat and baths. special charm. The way 'the little
loThe European Hotel, centrally
circus rider winds herself around the
cated. State Progressive Headquart- heart of the minister is lienmosfc di-ers In the hotel.
rect appeal to the sympathies:
The electric lights will be installed
New crop walnuts and almonds.
in the new Masonic cathedral in a few New fruit cake and mince meat fruits
v J,
days, making it possible to see the at Kaune's.
127
Plain and fancy sewing. ''J'hone
superb scenery in all its splendor,
"
' '
The electric lighting will be as elab- J.
orate and spectacular as possessed by ..Subscribe for tlie Santa F. New!
uny theatre in the southwest.
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con- the time and works for the upbuildtent.
ing of our new State.
The deer season closes November
15 and Warden de Baca says those;
who wish venison better got busy. Earl
Wilson, of Santa Fe, met with great
'..
luck a few days ago encountering a
' of
the
big deer within a few miles
EGGS
city. He brought him home.
Kent, Loonen's and Dupont tooth
brushes are the very best money can
Zook has; Mr.
buy, bristles guaranteed.
Richard's Experience With Dir.
them.
v
Peaches and
ferent Diets.
Bernard Spitz and "Bud" Friday
have entirely recovered from an elecButtermilk for Three Years.
tric shock received in Mr. Spitz's
garage Saturday night. The young1
men in some way came in contact
Cecilton, Md. Mr. George Richards
with an electric battery, and ri-- j of this place, dining the past 12 years
ceived a severe shock which practic-- ; lias probably tried more different died
out for several nan the average person would ever us
ally knocked them
...
.
in a lifetime.
noursWhat he has to say about his experi-MisseTrue and Bryan this week ments, niust therefore be highly interest-shippea' saddWpony from Pajarito ing to anyone suffering from indigestion
oi any kuiu.
ranch to Lennox. Mass. The pony be-- , or11stomacn
iroupies
r. ...re .
Frtr mnrA than 12 VPflra
comes the property of Mrs. Herbert
I suffered with stomach troubles, and
Parsons, who selected it during a paid hundreds of dollars for doctor bilU
recent visit from the True and Bryan and medicines. 1 was also operated on
herd. The horse is one trained by 10 Fi'ved
1
on dried oeaches and butteriiHIli
Miss True for -- .long cross country
"
TH.
UtA
inrec ycaia.
neany
trins
v
.
was raw wmj
eees,
that would not give me nam iajiuj
"The Smuggler," a drama by Lubin' J was a physical wreck.- - I could not
at the Elks tonight
sleep, and was as near crazy as a man
Attention Co. C Tomorrow night could well be.
1 must
say that aner taking two ni
being drill night. I want all officers
and men of Company C to attend, as packages of Thedford's M tV
business of importance will be tran- .
II IV.fc.lw....
sacted. I vantHJevery mun to bring 1WII UUIU
have been working daily on the farm
his locker key along, No excuse will ever since, and I am as hard as iron."
be accepted for leaving your locker This purely vegetable remedy has been
key at home. By order of Captain in successful use tor mere - tnan tu years.
Domingo. Pacheco, First Regiment In-- iryil. Butoesuieinaurs- lucuioiuk

DYNAMITE

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.

KILLED

SIX.

Gary, Ind., Nov. 12. Six men we're
killed by an explosion of 2000 pqunds
of dynamite in one of the pack houses
at the plant of the Aetna Powder company, near Gary today. A number ot
workmen reported injured, buKfn
cials of the powder company said this
was incorrect. Vhe men who lost their

j

TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER

J2, 1912..

lives were repairing a packing ma
chine when the explosion occurred.
The dynamite was loose in 100 pound
lots on the packing trays and but for
this the accident would have been
much more severe.
New Mexican
bring returns.

want

ads.

vti4.

SWEET VIOLETS,

-

J,

Rbses,

Carnations,

Smilax

twice-a-numb-

THE

j

MOST BRILLIANT FLOWERS IN SOUTHERN
ARE GROWN BY ARMACOST.

Violets 15 cts. per bunch; $1.50 per doz. bunches.
Roses $1 to $2 per doz, according to length of stems.
Carnations 75 cts. per doz., $4.50 per 100. FIELD
FIELD GROWN CARNAGROWN ROSES 50 cts. per doz.
TIONS 25 cts per dcz, $1.50 per . 00:
Sweetest
Hot-Hous- e

Hot-Hous- e

i

of Smilax! 9 Foot Strings 15 cts each,
Feet for $1.50. Beautiful Long Sprays of Asparagus Fern
100.
per 100. Beautiful Long Sprays of Sprengeri $1 per

We have FIFTY MILES
100
$1.00

FROM

THE GREEN HOUSES TO THE DINNER TABLE

ARMACOST florist,
1 IS-iSISSilii-

-

Ocean Park, Calif.

Here
Lr Where
The Draft

j

RAW

Eivtervy
perfect draft ever
discovered is the patent Hot
Blast Down Draft of the Wilson
Heater. The only draft that
secures perfect combustion and
prevents waste.
This draft is found only in the

The most

'

Wilson

s

HOT BLAST

QQealter
The air enters at the top, drives
the combustible gases into the

fire where they are burned
prevents the escape of heat up
the chimney doubles the heating power of the fuel.
In other words, only half the
mount of fuel used in ordinary
heater is necessary. The Wilson
is
making perfect combustion possible and a fire can

1

zo-ce-

Black-Draug-

DIRECT.

l

LIVED ON

-

CALIFORNIA

t,

ht

be held 36 hours.
We sell Wilson Hot Blast Heaters for either wood or coal.

Jg

Santa Fe Hardware

& Supply Co

j

i

IT

I km

c$ f

'I

M

Distinctively Correct!
1

SHOES, SHOES
FOR EVERYBODY!
Like the very best and SmartSOME PEOPLE est things in Foot wearnad
nothing short of the NEWEST AND SWELLEST
STYLES.

WOMEN who seek a Suit or

C Don't care so much for style,
DEAD!
(YTHIhD
THE of distinguished appearance Uinniv rCUrLE but are better pleased with
must come where distinctive styles good, comfortable and
g
shoes.
are kept. Models that follow the fashion trend of the "hour, but, in ways
easy-goin-

MOST PEOPLE

j

indiscribable, prove themselves

it

INDIVIDUAL AND DIFFERENT

ii'

from the ordinary garments. Our garments are eloquent
of SUPERIOR TAILORING, better styles and carefully
selected materials. The favored materials are

Ml

Whipcords, Serges, Broadcloth, Diagonals, and Worsteds
IN ALL THE NEW AND PLEASING STYLES.

21

i

SALMON'S -

f

L

ir

aJwy

g

1

much
jant mothers which contains
valuable information, and many
of a helpful nature.

We Are Ready to
Take Your Order

ORDER AHEAD AND GET A GOOD ONE
p

FRIEND

exoect- -

Antonio Lucero, a boy on Monday,
November 11, 1912. Both mother and
child are doing well.
See our Pajarito Ranch Apple Win- dow at GOEBELS.
Any dentist or physician can tell
you the importance of a tooth brush,
Train your children to its regular use.
Zcok has all kind and sizes.
Santa Fe Camp No. '13514 Modern
Woodmen of America will meet this
in Fireman's hall. Important!

.

y

want both Style and Comfort Combined with Reasonable Prices, Good Looking and Well Wearing Shoes.

Now Header 'i

doesn't matter to which
the above classes you
belong, your Shoes are here. Come in and we'll certainly take great pleasure in showing them-t- o you.

The Home of Hart Schaf fner

&

Marx Clothing

-

SALMON'S

1C
.7

r

1

